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xV4R$4/ 7 <◊)$4YN$4z/ 4« N/ N7M z)5 
$GN54$4z/ zR 3 N/ ¼ µN<( QNG5 $G4µN) 
7Gz◊9«t T/ 2 G4««N µN<( QNG5 $G4µM« 
)4( M $VM xNzGNi F z$4N F Vz/ 5i Dz/  
7G4N FVz/ 5i Oz/ 5N V47V )N/ 5MG«i 
P4)) 4R◊N/ 7 N/ 5 0N◊54 OV◊4¼N NGM 
µN«4<N))¼ «V4R$4/ 7 <◊)$4YN$zG«t 
qVM¼t 9GN<$4«M «)N«V N/ 5 µ◊G/ 
3 M$Vz5 z/ $VM V4)) «)z9M« N/ 5 
µGzN5<N«$ 3 4))M$«i µMN/ «i z4)f«MM5« 
N/ 5 / 47MG z/ $VM V4))t qVM«M 
«MM5« 7GzQ ◊9 5◊G4/ 7 GN4/ ¼ «MN«z/ 
N/ 5 $VM <Gz9« NGM VNGYM«$M5 4/ 

i N◊$◊3 / t 0N◊<4$¼ zR QM$ )N/ 5 
mmfif· <z3 9M)« $VM«M $G4µN) 7Gz◊9« $z GM 

«zG$ $z «V4R$4/ 7 <◊)$4YN$4z/ QV4<V 
<N◊«M« «z4) MGz«4z/ N/ 5 5M«$G◊<f 

• $4z/ zR RzGM«$«t BGz3 $43 M $z $43 M 
c $VM BzGM«$ DM9NG$3 M/ $ VN« $G4M5 
w $z <◊Gµ Q45M«9GMN5 «V4R$4/ 7 <◊)$4 
't.· YN$4z/ t  YM/ $VM/ $VM 9GN<$4<M 

<z/ $4/ ◊M« ◊/ NµN$M5t  RRzG$« QMGM 
it i 3 N5M 4/ )N«$ ug ¼MNG« $z «M$$)M 
, "th~se «V4R$4/ 7 <◊)$4YN$4/ 7 $G4µM« 

z/ )N/ 5t Kz)z/ 4M« QMGM M«$Nµ)4«VM5 
RzG N RMQ RN3 4)4M« N/ 5 $VM¼ QMGM 
9GzY45M5 Q4$V )N/ 5i N7G4<◊)$◊GN) 
43 9)M3 M/ $« N/ 5 )4YMf«$z<( N)z/ 7 
Q4$V 9MG3 NG4M/ $ Vz◊«M« 4/ $Vz«M 
<z)z/ 4M«t P zQMYMGi 4$ VN« µMM/ 

r\ 
I~ ., 

APRIL ONE 

Rz◊/ 5 $VN$ $VM«M GMf«M$$)M3 M/ $ 
<z)z/ 4M« VNYM / z$ «◊<<MM5M5 $z N/ ¼ 
7GMN$ M#$M/ $ 4/ MGN54<N$4/ 7 t $VM 
9GN<$4<M zR «V4R$4/ 7 <◊)$4YN$4z/ t 
B4G«$)¼i $VM )N/ 5 9GzY45M5 4/ $Vz«M 
<z)z/ 4M« NGM 3 z«$)¼ 5G¼ )N/ 5 Q4$V 
z◊$ RN<4)4$4M« zR 4GG47N$4z/ t qV4« 
N<$◊N))¼ 5zM« / z$ «M<◊GM 7zz5 
<Gz9«t BzG $VM R4G«$ ¼MNG $VM¼ 7M$ 
«z3 M <Gz9« µ◊$ 4/ «◊µ«M8◊M/ $ 
¼MNG« $VM ¼4M)5 µM<tz3 M« 9zzGMG 
)MN54/ 7 $z 5M6M<$4z/ N3 z/ 7 $VM 
«M$$)MG«i N« N GM«◊)$ zR QV4<V $VM¼ 
)z«M 4/ $MGM«$ 4/ «M$$)M5 )4RMt N/ 5 
GMYMG$ $z $GN54$4z/ N) z/ Mt 1N/ 5 
GM<)N3 N$4z/ 9NG$4<◊)NG)¼ 4/ RzGM«$ 
NGMN« VN« $z µM 5z/ M «¼«$M3 N$4 
<N))¼t qVM $GMM «$◊3 9« QV4<V 
«$N/ 5 z/ $VM )N/ 5 3 N( M <◊)$4YN 
$4z/ N 54RR4<◊)$ 9Gz<M««t 

qVM <◊)$◊GN) R4#N$4z/ zR $VM $G4 
µN)« 4/ $VM $GN54$4z/ N) 9GN<$4<M zR 
«V4R$4/ 7 <$4)$4YN$4z/ 5M$MG $VM3 
RGz3 74Y4/ 7 ◊9 $V4« 9GN<$4<M N/ 5 
N5z9$4/ 7 <z3 9)M$M)¼· N / MQ 3 z5M 
zR )4RMt qVM RzGM«$ QV4<V 4« · 5M« 
$Gz¼M5 4/ OM)7VNG N/ 5 z$VMG 9NG$« 
zR 0V◊)µN/ 4 µ¼ «V4R$4/ 7 M◊)$4YN 
$4z/ · 9GM«M/ $« N 5M9)zGNµ)M «47V$t 
0MGVN9« N RMQ $GMM« QV4<V .NGM <◊$ 
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4/ bOM)7VNG µ¼ $VM F z$4N FVz/ 5 
$z 9GM9N\r[ itt V4))i <)MNG4/ 7« Q4)) µM 
3 $4<Vi • r3 z4kM i tt YN)◊Nµ)M $VN/ $VM 
<Gz9«·' )4RGrV NGM 9Gz5◊<M5 z/ $VM 

◊ <)MNGM5 )N/ 5«t T$ 4« N)) G47V$ $z 
«N¼ $VN$ $V4« 9GN<$4<M «Vz◊)5 µM . 

· ri <VM<(M5 Q4$V N «$Gz/ 7 VN/ 5t O◊$ 
«z tRNG $VMGM VN« / z$ µMM/ N/ 

.4irN)$MG/ N$4YM $z <◊GM $V4« 3 N)N5¼ t 
i x$◊5M/ $« zR I / $VGz9z)z7¼ N/ 5 

1 · z$VMG« QVz «$◊5¼ $VM $G4µN)ti VNYM 
t N5Yz<N$M5 N µM$$MG 3 z5M zR )4RM RzG 
,$VM ; V4R$4/ 7 <◊)$4YN$4/ 7 $G4µN)« $z 
tQMN/ $VM3 NQN¼ RGz3 «V4R$4/ 7 
<◊)$)YN$4z/ t I 9MG3 N/ M/ $ «z)◊$4z/ 
VN« $z µM «z◊7V$ / zQ RzG $V4« 

> 9◊G9z«Mt t T$ QN« «◊77M«$M5 µ¼ N 
. • j E xK2 t«$◊5¼ $MN3 RGz3 T/ 5z 

/ M«4N· $VN$ «)z9M« µM)zQ cg 9MG <M/ $ 
7$Ni54M/ $ 3 N¼ µM )MR$ RzG «V4R$4/ 7 
i<µ )$4YN $4z/ t N« «z4) tMGz«4z/ 4« )M««MG 

ty4/ i·Wcz«M «)z9M«t qVM V47VMG «)z9M« 
, [ Vz◊)5 / z$ µM µGz◊7V$ ◊/ 5MG VzM 

· i<◊)$4YN$4z/ tx43 ◊)$N/ Mz◊«)¼ 4$ 4« $z 
Co • )4M rxrMMcc $VN$i «V4R$4/ 7 <◊)$4YN$4z/ 

tµ44i47t N$GN54$4z/ N) 3 z5M zR )4RM <N/ f 
/ z$ttµM tNµG◊9$)¼ put! $z N/ M/ 5 µ¼ 
N53 4/ 4«$GN$4YM 9GM««◊GMt qV4« 9GN< 
$4MM VN«i $VMGMRzGMi $z 7z «45M µ¼ «45M 

Q4$V z$VMG 3 M$Vz5« zR <◊)$4YN$4z/ t 
T/ <z◊G«M zR $43 M QVM/ $VM $G4µN)« 
RMM) $VN$ N 54RRMGM/ $ 3 z5M zR 
<◊)$4YN$4z/ 9Gz5◊<M« µM$$MG GM 
«◊)$« $VN/ $VM 9GM«M/ $ z/ M $VM¼ NGM 
µz◊/ 5 $z «VzQ 9GMRMGM/ <M RzG $VM 
RzG3 MGt BzG $V4« 9◊G9z«Mi tt $VM 
N◊$VzG4$4M« «Vz◊)5 9GzY45M «◊4$Nµ)M 
<◊)$4YNµ)M )N/ 5«i 9Gz9MG)¼ GM<)N43 
$Vz«Mr )N/ 5 N/ 5 9GzY45M 5M9M/ [ t4)aTM 
«z◊G<M zR 4GG47N$4z/ t [ ? zGMzYMGi 
$MGGN<4/ 7 zR «)z9M« RzG QV4<V 
$VMGM 4« «◊9MG4/ 7M/ ◊4$¼ zR <MG$N4/ ti 
$G4µN)« )4( M $VM xNzGN .fA:tt~ µM t 
M/ <z◊GN7M5t qVM $MGGN<M« NGM RM5 
µ¼ V4))f«$GMN3 « N/ 5 9Gz5◊<M 5z◊µ)M 
<Gz9 zR 9N55¼t qV4« 9GN<$4<M a 
«Vz◊)5 µM M/ <z◊GN7M5 N3 z/ 7 $VM 
xN<GNt qV4« 3 N¼ N)«z µM 4/ $Gz 
5◊<M5 4/ z$VMG NGMN« N/ 5 $VM 
$G4µN)« 4/ $Vz«M NGMN« 3 N¼ µM 
M/ <z◊GN7M5 $z )MNG/ $V4«t q4)) 
z$VMG 3 M$Vz5« zR <◊)$4YN$4z/ NGM 
GMN54)¼ NYN4)Nµ)M N/ 5 NGM R◊))¼ 
N5z9$M5 µ¼ $VM $G4µN)7 $VM 9GN<$4<M 
zR «V4R$4/ 7 <◊)$4YN$4z/ 3 N¼ VNYM $z 
<z/ $4/ ◊M 4/ «94$M zR N)) 4$« 
5M)M$MG4z◊« MRRM<$«t 

• 
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F Vz/ 5 <V4)5 5G4/ ( 4/ 7 QN$MGi ? ◊/ NG7Nz/ 
Photo µ¼fKz◊G$M«¼ zR ! zµMG$  µ/ 4$VMGt 
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MAGIC Lxt MEDICINE 
IN A TRIBAL VILLAGE 

 YMG¼ <◊)$◊GM 4GGM«9M<$4YM zR 4$« 
«43 9)4<4$¼ N/ 5 <z3 9)M#4$¼ VN« 4$« 
zQ/ µM)4MR« N/ 5 9GN<$4<M« <z/ <MG 
/ 4/ 7 54«MN«M«t T$ 5zM« / z$ QzG( 4/ 
N 3 MN/ 4/ 7)M«« RN«V4z/ t qVM «¼«$M3 
zR 3 M54<4/ M zR N <◊)$◊GM $G4M« $z 
$GMN$ $VM 54«MN«M« 4/ 4$« zQ/ QN¼t 
qV4« $GMN$3 M/ $ zR 54«MN«M YNG4M« 
from 7Gz◊9 $z 7Gz◊9 5M9M/ 54/ 7 z/ 
$VM / N$◊GM zR <◊)$◊GMt 14$$)M QzG( 
VN« µMM/ 5z/ M z/ $VM 4/ $MGN<$4z/ c 
zR 9G43 4$4YM N/ 5 3 z5MG/ 3 M54<N) 
9GN<$4<M« 4/ N G◊GN) «M$$4/ 7t T$ 4« 
YMG¼ 4/ $MGM«$4/ 7 $z «$◊5¼ VzQ $VM 
$Qz N99NGM/ $)¼ 54RRMGM/ $ N99Gz 
N<VM« $z VMN) N 54«MN«M z9MGN$M 4/ 
N «N3 M «M$$4/ 7t qV4« 9N9MG GM 
9GM«M/ $« N/ MRRzG$ $z 54«<◊«« $VM 
<z/ <M9$ N/ 5 $GMN$3 M/ $ zR 54«MN«M« 
N/ 5 $VM 4/ $MGN<$4z/ zR 9G43 4$4YM 
N/ 5 3 z5MG/ 3 M54<N) 9GN<$4<M« tn N 
? ◊/ 5N Y4))N7Mi q M)( N/ 5t qV4« 
Q4)) «VzQ QVM$VMG $VM Y4))N7MG« 
NGM N<<M9$4/ 7 $VM 3 z5MG/ 3 M54<N) 
9GN<$4<M« zG $VM¼ NGM 4/ RNYz◊G zR 
$VM4G $GN54$4z/ N) 3 M$Vz5t In $V4« 
<z/ / M<$4z/ i $VM «N/ 4$N$4z/ i QN$MG 
«◊99)¼i 9◊µ)4< VMN)$V N/ 5 $VM4G 
<z/ <M9$ zR 3 z5MG/ 3 M54<N) 9GN< 
$4<M« «VN)) N)«z µM 54«<◊««M5t 

T/ ' M«$ OM/ 7N)i $VM ? ◊/ 5N« NGM 
3 N4/ )¼ <z/ <M/ $GN$M5 4/ E zG$)4 OM/  
7N)i O◊/ 5MGµN/ « zR uv 0NG7N/ N« 
N/ 5 $VM QM«$MG/ N/ 5 / zG$VfQM«$MG/ 
9NG$« zR t ? 45/ N9◊Gt qV4« )N$$MG 

GM74z/ 45 9V¼«4<N))¼ <z/ $47◊z◊« $z 
KVz$z/ N79◊G 9)N$MN◊i $VM4G Vz3 M 
)N/ 5t qVM¼ VNYM 3 47GN$M5 $z $V4« 
GM74z/ «z3 M cag· ¼MNG« N7z 4/ 
«MNG<V zR z<<◊9N$4z/ N/ 5 µM$$MG 
M<z/ z3 4< «M<◊G4$¼t 

q M)( N/ 5 4« N $¼94<N) ? ◊/ 5N 
<z/ <M/ $GN$M5 Y4))N7M 4/ xN/ ( GN4c 
9z)4<Mf«$N$4z/ zR ·VNG7GN3 «◊µ 
54Y4«4z/ 4/ ? 45/ N9◊G 54«$G4<$t 
' M«$ OM/ 7N)t T$ <z/ «4«$« zR vo 
? ◊/ 5N RN3 4)4M«t ! M<M/ $)¼i N Raju 
RN3 4)¼ VN« «M$$)M5 VMGM N/ 5 )4YM« 4/ 
$VM z◊$«( 4G$ zR $VM Y4))N7Mt qVM $z 
$N) 9z9◊)N$4z/ 4« uvu QV4<V 4/ <)◊5M« 
cuc :ag 9MG <M/ $� 3 N)M« N/ 5 cuc:ag 
9MG <M/ $� RM3 N)M«t qV4« Y4))N7M 4« 
RNG NQN¼ RGz3 N/ ¼ ◊GµN/ <M/ $GMt 
FVNGN79◊G 4« l g 3 4)M« NQN¼t 
qVM $Qz / MNGM«$ 43 9zG$N/ $ Y4))N7M« 
NGM ! zV4/ 4 :l 3 4)M« «z◊$VfMN«$� 
N/ 5 ! N7GN [ u 3 4)M« QM«$� t qVMGM 
4« N GM7◊)NG RN4GfQMN$VMG µ◊« 
«MGY4<M QV4<V 9)4M« RGz3 ·VNG7GN3 
$z ! zV4/ 4t qVM 54«$N/ <M µM$QMM/ 
! zV4/ 4 N/ 5 qM)( N/ 5 4« 7M/ MGN))¼ 
<zYMGM5 z/ Rzz$t 

qVM 3 ◊5fµ◊4)$ $VN$<VM5 Vz◊«M« 
zR $VM ? ◊/ 5N« NGM 3 z«$)¼ «4$◊N 
$M5 4/ N )4/ MNG RN«V4z/ µ¼ $VM «45M zR 
Y5))N7M 3 N4/ GzN5m qVM Vz◊«M« 
NGM GM<$N/ 7◊)NG 4/ 7Gz◊/ 5f9)N/ 
N/ 5 / z/ M zR $V4« $G4µN) 9Mz9)M VN« 
N/ ¼ 5z◊µ)M «$zG4M5 µ◊4)54/ 7t T/ 
3 z«$ <N«M« $VMGM NGM unl Gzz3 « 
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5M9M/ 54/ 7 z/ $VM M<z/ z3 4< <z/ 54 
$4z/ · NG45 «4ZM zR $VM Vz◊«MVz)5t 
P zQMYMGi 4/ 3 z«$ <N«M«i $VMGM 4« / z 
Q4/ 5zQ N/ 5 4/ 3 N/ ¼ f<N«M«i $VM 
( 4$<VM/ 4« Q4$V4/ $VM 3 N4/ V◊$t I « 
«◊<Vi $VM 4/ «45M 5QM))4/ 7 Gzz3 i $VM 
Giti-ora.. 4«t YMG¼ ◊/ V¼7M/ 4<t OMf 

f «45M«i t· QVM/ $VMGM 4« N/ ¼ 
4/ RM<$4z◊« 54«MN«Mi $VM¼ <N/ / z$ 
N)QN¼« «M7GM7N$M $VM 9N$4M/ $ RGz3 
z$VMGt 3 M3 µMG« zR $VM Vz◊«MVz)5t 
T/ N)) <N«M«i N )NYN$zG¼ 4« Nµ«M/ $i 
«z N)«z N/ ¼ 5GN4/ N7M «¼«$M3 t 

· qVM/ $VMGM NGM $VM 3 N/ ◊GMf94$« 
N56N<M/ $ $z $VM <z◊G$¼NG5 QVMGM 
$VM «QMM94/ 7« zR $VM ¼NG5i $VM 
GMR◊«M« zR $VM <zQf«VM5 NGM 
$VGzQ/ qV4«i $Vz◊7V M««M/ $4N))¼ 
/ M<M««NG¼ RzG <◊)$4YN$4z/ i 4« YMG¼ 
VNG3 R◊) $z VMN)$Vt qVM 3 N4/ 
«z◊G<M zR 5G4/ ( 4/ 7 QN$MG 4« QM))t 
OM«45M«i $VMGM 4« $VM ON/ «V4f<N/ N)i 
QV4<V $VM¼ ◊«M RzG QN«V4/ 7 N/ 5 

i µN$V4/ 7 9◊G9z«M«t O◊$ N« $VM 
QN$MG 4« / z$ QM)) 9Gz$M<$M5i 4$ 
<N/ MN«4)¼ µM 9z))◊$M5 N/ 5 

· <z/ $N3 4/ N$M5t T$ 4« «MM/ $VN$ N$ 
$VM $43 M zR <V4)5µ4G$V $VM¼ <N)) 
N/ ◊/ $GN4/ M5 Dhai-ma zGt 3 45Q4RM 
µM)z/ 74/ 7 $z $VM )zQ Hari <N«$Mt 
xVM <◊$« $VM ◊3 µ4)4<N) <zG5 Q4$V 
N/ 4Gz/ NGGzQ VMN5t qV4« $GN54 
$4z/ N) 3 M$Vz5i tt $Vz◊7V ◊/ V¼7M/ 4<i 
4« Rz))zQM5 µ¼ N)) f $VM Y4))N7MG« N/ 5 
$VM¼ 5z/ z$ 7z $z $VM VMN) $V 
<M/ $GMt 

K◊)$4YN$4z/ t z<<◊94M« N 9z3 4/ M/ $ 
9)N<M 4/ $VM4G 9G43 NG¼ 9◊G«◊4$« 
N/ 5 3 N¼ µM GM7NG5M5 N« t $VM 
9G4/ <49N) «z◊G<M zR )4YM)4Vzz5 

OMRzGM 54«<◊««4/ 7 N/ ¼$V4/ 7 
Nµz◊$ $VM <z/ <M9$ N/ 5 $GMN$3 M/ $ 
zR 54«MN«M« zRt $VM ? ◊/ 5N« zR $V4« 
GM74z/ i «z3 M$V4/ 7 3 ◊«$ µM «N45i 
Nµz◊$ the ? ◊/ 5N« zR KVz$z/ N79◊G 
9)N\Mrm4◊i N« VN« µMM/ t 94<$◊GM5 µ¼· 

xt C. ! z¼t , qVM ? ◊/ 5N« NGM 
7GMN$ µM)4MYMG« 4/ $VM 9zQMG zR 
MY4)fM¼Mi N/ 5 4/ <N«M« zR GM9MN$f 
M5 «4<( / M«« 4/ N RN3 4)¼ zG N3 z/ 7 
$VM <N$$)M zR N RN3 4)¼i N Q4$<V 
R4/ 5MGf$VM Sokha, Mati or BhagaJ, 
f4« N99MN)M5 $z RzG 5M$M<$4/ 7 
$VM Q4$<V, t :cdcu r veo� t qV◊« 4$ 4« 
«MM/ $VN$ $VM ? ◊/ 5N« VN« N 5z<$ 
G4/ M <z/ <MG/ 4/ 7 «4<( / M«« N/ 5 N[ 
R◊/ <$4z/ 4/ 7 7Gz◊9 zR <◊GMG«t qVM)i 
9GM«M/ $f5N¼ ? ◊/ 5N« zR ? 45/ N9◊G 
N)«z µM)4MYM $VN$ $V4« QzG)5 t 4« R◊)· 
zR 9G¼4/ 7 Q4$<VM« N/ 5 z$VMG 
3 N)MYz)M/ $ «94G4$«i QV4<V NGM 
N)QN¼« «MM( 4/ 7 $z 5z VNG3 $z 
V◊3 N/ µM4/ 7 N/ 5 VNYM 3 ◊<V MY4) 
9z$M/ $4N)4$4M«t :OVzQ3 4<( N/ 5 
KVN◊5V◊G4 cdoo r cggfcgs � 

T/ $V4« Y4))N7M $VMGM NGM $Qz 
? ◊/ 5N 3 M54<4/ M3 M/ zG Deonas, 
QVz <z))M<$ 3 M54<4/ N) VMGµ« zG 
Gzz$« N/ 5 9GM9NGM $VM 3 M54<4/ M«t 
qVM¼ NGM ! M3 M«VQNG x4/ 7V N/ 5 
1N)3 zVN/ x4/ 7Vt T$ 4« «N45 $VN$ 
$VM Deonas VNYM $z ◊/ 5MG7z N/ 
M)NµzGN$M $GN4/ 4/ 7 ◊/ 5MG $VM 
7◊45N/ <M zR N 3 N/ QVz $MN<VM« 
$VM $M<V/ 48◊M« zR 3 N74< NG$ N/ 5 
$VM 3 M$Vz5« zR $GMN$3 M/ $ zR 
54«MN«M« N/ 5 «94G4$f9z««M««4z/ t 
qVM ? ◊/ 5Nf zR $V4« Y4))N7M <N/ 
7M$ $VM 3 z5MG/ 3 M54<N) RN<4)4$4M« 
RGz3 $VM / MNGµ¼ Y4))N7M« )4( M 
! N7GN N/ 5 ! zV4/ 4t t qVMGM 4« N 
VMN)$V <M/ $GM N$ ! zV4/ 4t qVMGM 
NGM N)«z 8◊N)4R4M5 3 M54<N) 9GN<$4 
$4z/ MG« :1 t ? t Bt� N/ 5 $VM4G 
54«9M/ «NG¼f<◊3 f3 M54<N) «Vz9« 4/ 
µz$V $VM Y4))N7M«t OM«45M«i $VMGM 
4« N P z3 Mz9N$V N$ T$N3 N/ 5◊N 
Y4))N7M QVz $GMN$« t 3 4 / z G 
N4)3 M/ $«t 

T/ zG5MG $z ◊/ 5MG«$N/ 5 VzQ 
RNG $VM4G 3 N74<zfGM)474z◊« µM)4MR« 
N/ 5 9GN<$4<M« «$N/ 5 4/ GM)N$4z/ 

... ft 



MAGIC VS. MEDICINE IN A TRIBAL VILLAGE a 

$z z$VMG QN¼« zR 3 z5MG/ $GMN$f :cdcu� i N $z$N) / ◊3 µMG zR • ts o 
3 M/ $ N/ 5 VzQ RNG $VM¼ have <N«M« zR 54«MN«M« Q4$V $VM4G 
«$4)) <)◊/ 7 $z $VM4G $GN54$4z/ N) GM9zG$M5 <N◊«M« N/ 5 3 M$Vz5« tt zR 
µM)4MR« N/ 5 9GN<$4<M« Nµz◊$ $VM $GMN$3 M/ $ QMGM «$◊54M5t T$ 
<z/ <M9$ N/ 5 $GMN$3 M/ $ zR <zYMGM5 <N«M« zR $VGMM ¼MNG«i 
54«MN«M« N« GM9zG$M5 µ¼ xt Kt ! z¼ cdol foat T$ 4« 74YM/ µM)zQ 
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;s,«.fgneat·'jmagical potency to

iP,lll.'fileracf-: ~vi1;.eye
I 

or spirit-

i1!:$1l~~Cases, they ask the
:.):~p)i!iatieP,t;J◊..prornise to offer fowl or~J;:· .. :,goat:1to.·'ihe. deities as in the case
' ;Itof,,:Kartick Chandra Singh, whom
t(~~~eshwat'··Singh · -could not cure

.sH''~Y,iw~.qicine. Qr:1.magical puffs. n
,i~AJ~~~~~:.. rerorted that , after they~it!!:!ilt!•f~;e: Manasa, the
:'i:T /"i~Aga,in, it is,fou.nd that when the

:;:r,::,~vHlMe medicinemen fail to diago-
, r;l;,,;hiffie .and treat ,.a, disease properly,

,...,,•. '11) ·.• , • ,· ' '
1-;}:.theY. doctors from the nearby
,'·F frt;~f •~::,,; 'C-aC J 

villages like Ragra, Rohini . and
Itmandua are consulted, Thus out
of 22 cases where doctors from
outside were consulted, six of t}}.em 
were Homeopaths and sixteen

· Allopaths,

Now, the nature of treatment
for the natural cause and spirit- .'
possession, evil-eye or sorcery ~

..discussed here separately- to indi-
, cate if there is any variation in the
method of treatment.

The method of treatment of
diseases for the natural causes is ,.
given below in a tabular way :

By the village Deona

·A , . ---.A..-- ----·, 

Magical
puffs

(3) 

Promise to
the deity

(4)

By the Doctor, from outside

Allopath · Homeopath

(5) (6) 

Total

(7) 

.22 7 5 

that for the natural
Deonas are

Ayurvedic
other methods.

16 6 22 

Now the method of treatment of
diseases when the cause was
reported as spirit-possession, evil
eye or sorcery is given below :

•-- 
By the Doctors from outside

,-------.A..:_---"--,,, .,. 
Promise to Allopath Homeopath Total
the deity

(4) (5) (6) (7)
1~' 

2 X X X 
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· Discussion: 

MAGIC VS. MEDICINE IN A TRIBAL VILLAGE 

The belief of the interference of
supernatural agency in diseases,
the attribution of some diseases to
certain deities and the belief in
evil-eye, spirit-possession or sorcery
clearly indicate that still these
Mundas have clung to their tradi
tkmal modes of beliefs and prac
tices. To avert the diseases, they
annually worship the deity. They
think that sudden and violent sick
ness are due to evil-eye, spirit
possession or sorcery. They believe
that witches have evil-eye. Thus, if
they wish, it they only cast their
look on a living being harm is sure
to befall it. They strongly believe
that then only a Deona can save by
his magical powers. It is seen that
a Deona feels the pulse and tries
t()_ diagnose the illness first because
specific type of illness has specific
type of treatment. The variation
in the •nature of treatment where
the reason is natural cause or
spirit-possession, evil-eye and
sorcery also indicates it. Now
they also say that a person is
suffering from Influenza, Pneu
monia, etc. This naming seems
to be due to their contact with
modern medical practices. It is
also found that due to the facilities
now available, a few villagers
consult the doctors of nearby vill
ages when the Deona fails to heal
up the disease. Another intere
sting feature may be mentioned
here. Many of the villagers were
seen to have taken vaccinations.
This practice shows that they are
now becoming aware of the utility
and usefulness of vaccinations
against Smallpox. This indicates
that their traditional concepts

7

and methods of treatment are now
changing and their traditional
views about diseases are e:xtsting
side by side with modern medical
practices. However, modern medi-
cal practices have not Influenced
them to any appreciable exterit. ,iii, 
Illiteracy and poverty are .great ·
obstacles to proper health educa-
tion. Besides, it is seen that, very
few people would like to go to a
clinic or hospital at the first insta-
nce. They only go when anything
serious happens. So, in many
cases, the patients do not get well
and as such they begin to distrust
the modern system. Marriott right-
ly has said that in a village the
clinics serve all too frequently as
the last resort (1955). The Munda ·
traditional treatment may be un
successful in one case. But the
failure of one treatment does not
teach them that all their methods
of treatment is bad or useless.
The inadequate care and callous
treatment in the clinics and hospi-
tals also sometimes make them
distrustful and fearful of the clinic
and hospital. There are also a
few other factors which are crea-
ting hindrance for the introduction
of modern medical' practices.

There is a• great importance in
understanding a community. as a
whole with its socio-cultural
systems. This may avert the
resistances in health programmes
and other obstacles a doctor may
face in a village. The Mundas
have a doctrine concerning sickness
and health. They take the help- of 
untrained Dhaima or midwife be
longing to low Hari caste at- the
time of birth. She cuts the umbili-
cal cord with an iron irrow head
where there is every ·· chance of,

.,· 
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septic. But they do not want to
change- this traditional method all
on 0 sudden and take the help of
an expert midwife. So many such
socio•.cultural factors are creating
hindrance for the introduction of
modern medical practices. Its
proper introduction is not an easy
task and this can. be done more
easily if the new idea takes its
root at the village level. In this
particula- village, it can be done

::With .the help of the members of
Munda Seoak Samaj and Telkand 
Aehrosti; They can understand
more easily the modern concepts
about germs, etc. and the merits of
modern medical practices. In fact;
it is not always for their economic
condition but also for their tradi
tional beliefs that they at first take
the help of a village Deana · and
not a doctor from outside. Accord
ing to their traditional belief, a
few diseases are attributed to
certain deities. So if the doctors
from outside are consulted instead
of appeasing the deity: the deity
might well be offended. Again, they
believe that if a person is ill due to
evil-eye of a witch or due to spirit
possession, a doctor can not cure
the patient for they are helpless
against them. Some sort of magical
treatment must be' done by the
Deotui. The Deona informs them
about the presence of that witch,
whom they should avoid. But a
doctor cannot do it. Again, accord-

. ing to their traditional belief they
think that just like a Deona, a
doctor should be able to diagnose
the reason of illness by simply
feeling the -pulse. But a doctor
cannot do it. He enquires many

. things and then he can prescribe
tpe med/cine. For this, their faith

.in , modern medical practices is

lessened. The villagers have to pay
cash money at once to the doctors.
They pay in cash or kind
or in both to the village Deotuis on
the Dak Sankranti, the last day
of Paush (December-January)
which is not at all a small amount.
Besides, in many complicated cases, 
they have to pay money or buy
objects which exceeds the amourrr'
to be paid to a doctor, Marriott
rightly has said, "In terms of
number of patients, amount of
expenditure and frequency· of use,
patronage of indigenous medicine
surpasses that of western medicine
one hundredfold" (1955 : 241).

The knowledge of what people
believe about health and diseases
can be helpful in a number of 
ways. The study of concepts of
diseases of a particular community
Is interesting because it will show
the views and ideas of the other
spheres of their life. Thus, the
magico-religious belief concern
ing diseases indicates that such a
group cannot interpret agricultural
innovations in a truly scientific 1 

spirit. In fact, it is seen that
among the Mundas, the recognition
of supernatural interferences is
particularly strong in connection
with disease and agriculture. So
for the introduction of new prac
tices the total world-view of the
people should be changed. Again,
if the new ideas want to influence
the local people, there should not
be a wide gulf separating the
thinking, experience and idea of a
doctor from that of their village
patients. Because patients in all
societies want that the doctor
understands them. Among these
Mundas, the doctor must not
challenge or criticise their tradi 
tional beliefs openly. Because

'"'j 
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GANANATH DAS 

The question of doing tribal
welfare work in an effective way
has, occasionally been raised for
serious consideration. Once, in an
informal discussion of such a na
ture a man of position remarked
saying that the most effective way
of doing tribal welfare would be to

~·, go with a gun and at the point of
··,·;"bayonet to ask the forest dwellers

to leave the hills and forests and
come down to the plains, reclaim
land, build roads and houses and

. settle. down as peasants like the
settled cultivators That in his
opinion would not only yield
quick results, but would also en
sure enduring development of the
tribals. A veteran social worker
who was participating in the dis
cussion felt outraged at this and
lodged a strong protest observing
that such a course of action would
not only run counter to all accep
ted ideas on social welfare, but
might endanger the very existence
of the · tribals.

Tribal welfare ha- been attemp
ted to be done in India: in very
many ways down the years. It
will be worth the while to take
stock of the methodology adopted
to see how rewarding or otherwise
the· different . methods . followed
'have been.

It is commonly assumed that
tril::>a('.\Velfare .work in India is of

TRIBAL WELFARE 
METHODOLOGY 

recent origin. This is not correct.
For, we notice that in the epic
period of our past history there
were culture contacts between the
Aryans and the forest dwellers in
which an approach of tolerance
and friendship has been exhibited.
In later years we find the same
attitude of tolerance and kindness
towards the border people and
forest dwellers emphasised in the
edicts of Emperor Asoka. The
officers of State were enjoined
upon to p:1y particular attention
to the welfare of these people and
to look upon them with,
compassion.

! 

During the Muslim period no
specific attitude was ordained and
contact with the forest dwellers
was a matter of rare occasion. No
policy of State appears to have
been laid down in this respect.

The same attitude of non-in
terference and indifference appears
to have been followed during the
British period. Left to them
selves and their indiscretion, the
local Chiefs, Zamindars and officers
exploited the forest dwellers as a
result of which there were a few
explosive revolutions and uprising
by the latter. These were put
down ruthlessly. Some of the
areas inhabited by these people

... 

•· 
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were then declared, as excluded
and partially excluded areas more
in order to preclude contact with
the hill people 1iy outsiders than
with any worthier objective.

Coming to more recent times,
we find that years before the dawn
,.9£ independence some pioneering
llld- 

wosk was done by social reformers
like Thackar Bapa of revered
memory. Inspiration was also
generated by the Father of the
Nation for work in this field.

All that drew the attention of
the country in some measure to
the forest people and their condi
tion. This was later reflected in
our Constitution in the form of
special provisions for the welfare
of the Scheduled Tribes and the
Scheduled Castes and for the
development of the backward
areas inhabited by them. The
State Governments were charged
with the welfare and prevention of
exploitation of the backward tribes
who came to be identified as
Scheduled Tribes. Grants-in-aid
were provided to enable the State
Governments to undertake special
measures for their welfare.

• 

·O 

Thus it was during the more
recent times which may roughly
be synchronised with the advent
of the current century that we find
tribal welfare work undertaken on
an organised scale by non-official
and official agencies. The objec
tive has broadly been to bring the
hill people to the level of the
general population of the country
in the fields of economic and
educational development.

That brings us to the question ,
of methodology adopted by these '·
agencies to achieve the objective.
It may in a general way be., stated
as follows:

(a) Some of the pioneers who
undertook organised tribal
welfare work carried with
them the belief that there
was no hope for the tribals
without personal purifica
tion (Sanskar); that in
order to achieve the stan
dard of progress of the
general population they
must first shed their im
purities and adopt the
way of life, manners and
customs of the advanced
people. The· imagination
of these workers was no
doubt moved by the zeal
to do good to the back
ward people, but perhaps
they remained more
obsessed with their /ism'
rather than the realities
of the problem, and so the
achievement was not
spectacular. Another
hurdle was the want of
resources in amenities and
funds that circumscribed
their efforts seriously. For
the purpose of description
we may call their metho
dology, "the dogmatic
way".

(b) We come across certain
workers who profess what
they call a "rationalistic' '
or scientific way". Accor-/. 
ding to them the primi
tive society has to pass
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certain well-de
fined phases before emerg

·:Jng ·as a modern 'indusirial
.' .\ -society and it would be a

· folly to attempt level .
jumping in this field.
Where any proposal was
made to establish a
modern industry in a back
ward tribal area they
resisted saying that such
a step might involve the
risk of e 1 i m i n a t i n g

· "the tribal community as a
result of the stress and
strain which it would not
be able to withstand They
would prefer the usual
evolutionary processes to
manifest themselves in
the natural course of
events.
There are instances of
work done in the steam

·•· roller way. In this case
· the worker did not want to

profit by the experience
nor to be warned by the
pitfalls of others. He
thought that tribal wel

. fare was to be done
merely by the strength of
cine's common sense and
the question of methodo
Iogy was sheer prattle.
'M ore often than not such

4 a worker depended on his
· ,_Jidiosyncrasy and it did not
,z;\:take anybody long to find

• 'the , hollowness of the

· :fd)c.:Plarined development on a
': J/q.E/:rnprehensive scale has

, •tl~~n introduced under the< Commtp:{ity Development
·frogpim$e, For·~ giving

(e)

special attention to back
ward tribal areas, Tribal
Development Blocks have
been started with larger ~ 

inputs of funds and in
tensified activity. It is
noticed that programmes
undertaken for the general
population under the .
C. D. Scheme have bern";(,\,
repeated in the Tribal
Development Blocks. No
notice has been taken of
the special circumstances
obtaining in the tribal
areas, the likes and dis
likes of the tribal people
and their social customs
and manners. Too many
programmes have been
attempted simultaneously
with too little co-ordina
tion. This has by · some
people been called the
'Formalistic Way'.

The trial and error method
has been followed by some
workers and organisations.
Where the scope of the
trial was carefully decided
and depending on the
result of the trial, those
programmes which proved
successful were expanded
with proper discretion, the
results appeared to regis
ter satisfactory progress.

In our vast country there is a
large tribal population. The tri
bals are found living in innumera
ble · communities each with a
different culture pattern handed
down traditionally from genera
tion to generatipn. Each · has a<

..;1

., .. :·
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dialect of its own. not commonly
understood by the other. The
manners and customs of each
differ from those of the other in
spirit and in form. No doubt
educationally and economically
these communities have an affinity
with each other in that they are
all equally under-developed and
show an apathy to change.

. . 
It would not be correct to assume

that because of the common trait
of economic and educational back
wardness they would be · equally
responsive to common programmes
of development work. It would be
folly indeed to forget that they
cherish their traditions and would
not react favourably to a pro
gramme that involved the sligh-
test disrespect to their traditional
sense of values.

Yet, there are a few mstances of
pr'irnrtive tribal societies accepting

. even alien faiths, and becoming
interested, in the wake thereof, in
programmes of common welfare
like education, housing, cultiva
tion of cash crops, medical and
public health measures and so
forth.

, That goes to show that it will
not be possible to lay down a rule
of thumb and prescribed a scheme
of development as applicable to

· all manner of backward tribal
people. In that context, the most

"'" . . .. 
rewarding methodology,;} she,ms J9
be the one described, under.:, the

"''.;2;'.\'-:-;:--,;,caption "trial and error rnetaod .
The wise tribal welfare ~ workef,,,
would do well to carefully con~ia~})'>
the experience of his forerunners
in the field and follow the path
that led them tosuccess and,avoii:t
their pitfalls.

·\The voluntary and Govern-
mental agencies should initiate·
studies, surveys and research /Of/ 
the benefit of their field workers./
It would be wrong to try to
prescribe by fiat schemes that are·
based on scant attention, a1;2I
assumed strength of common serise.
Today unfortunately the grandeur
of opening ceremonies seem 'to.
count for the whole show. People
forget soon after, that the opening
ceremony was to be followed by a 
whole range of programme. The
crafty worker may try to bag · a
reward by just planning some
such showy opening functions and
he may be able to succeed to an
extent in furthering his self
interest but we may h~ sure that
this , would lead us no further in
the right way \o tribal" welfare
Planned development for commu
nity, in order to succeed, has to. be
done with care arid vision. The
workers have not only ·to acquire
the right skill but the . right
approach required for the purpose.
Planners for this programme will
do well to build up· the tools
accordingly. ·

t' 



1.F:',:,;,cm. ain problem for
~·:'·~-~; ·~':J~c\ a' - "'eultu,ral development in our
i!r:;i:Js, low level of adoption:

,(farm.ers of improved agricul
. ,)tl;\tµ,fti,;pril.-ctices. . Various factors,
; ••<J;~~?jF >:- <' >:/ . '.r • ·.:~;'.sffcl:V, 9,S.,, economic, social and

:icliological have been attribu
\1 '• ti: such a situation. The

t/tfesent ~tudy is an attempt to find
;.!'():µt'.ithe social factors, viz.,

\r;:;f~~u:hation,. age, socio-economic
{i~~l;{~tu~,; £11,l! have got bearing on

· ){(J~e ,ap.option of few recommended
f)'if .11,gi:JciiltuiaL practices among
<)fo;fij_rroers in an Indian village

C[[i~lia.bited by tribal and non
it:tifbiL pormlation. It also aims
-~~~l,,.iri~lysJµg. the significance of

· diff~.fenl sources of information
fr{ t~iard to improved agricultur

Jafpf#ctices.
· Case;()f ''village, G · 

I 
ADOPTION OF AGRICUL 

TURAL PRACTICES--A 
CASE STUDY 

sampling basis. The head of each
of these families, who was the
decision-making individual regar
ding farming was approached
and was asked to answer a
number of questions incorporated
into a schedule. The interviewee
was asked which of the six
improved agricultural practices
recommended by extension
agency he follows. He was al=
asked from' which source he gv,
the information in regard u r 
three significant practices. His
age, education, land area owned
religion, caste, etc., were alsc '
noted. The measure of socir
economic status employed in th
study was the index of stati,
based upon area of land owned
number and type of livestock
type of housing and socia
position in the village .

_- __ ·1y-:i}·.':.;-: 
f'i~;.;~giage G is of average size, 
~.,.. ;;th/,a population of. 887. It is

ve,red -by a development block
f€ . ·April 1958. The village

.. · . pulation .. is divided into tribal
tr.<c_r<~J: ', ..,;~;arrd no17--tribal population which

.:,''tis\,fii,:rther subdivided. into Hindu
. :aria Muslim religions groups. In
'·aUtthere are: 161 families out of
wiiich/'75 are farm families.

·the study, 25 farm families
selected on random 

(i) Adoption and s O C i a t'
characteristics-In order to assess.
the significance of certain social \
ch-.lracteristics of respondents as:-~
determinants of adoption of-,
recommended agricultural prac-
tice's, information about their'.
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Kambagudialu, the daughter of the Majhi (headman) of Munargaon,
Photo by-Courtesy of Robert Ebnither.



;ridllcation, , age, soeio-economtc
'"status was collected and this has

/
TABLE I

(Social characteristics of the respondents and their adoption of improve'd 
· agricultural practices) . : 

Social Characteristics Improved Imple-
Seeds merits

;:
I 

. (I) (2) (3)
-

{a) Education: 
Illiterate 1 l
Primary 3 2
Middle 3 3
High and above .. 4 3

(b) Age: 
Less than 25 years 2 2
26-35 years 3 2
36-50 years .. 5 4
50 and above 1

(c) Socio-economic status: 
High 6 5
Middle 4 4
Low .. 1

Chemical
Fertilisers

(4) 

Green Liri'e Inse~-
Manuring showing. ticide~r.

of paddy, ·· t? '"' 
(5) {6)

3
4 
'6 
6 

8 
6
5 

1
3
2
4 

I
1
2
2

4 
6 
'7
I 

¼,_.~

l
2
3

2

5
4
1

3
. 3

· The table above shows that
these six improved agricultural
practices are not followed by all
the 25 farmers. Only 11, 9, 19,
lP, 6 and 13 respondents have
adopted improved seeds, imple
ments, chemical fertilizers, green

•,• manuring, · line sowing of paddy
and insecticides respectively.

Now, ii we analyse tne
response in this table in respect
0f education we find that the

.;:,.,;,r: '. '
'respondents who have adopted
th~s'e :, improved practices . are

. either illiterate or have read up
x to primary; middle, high or above

i:!>::.~ it.·.'-_·.::,,~:. . ".' ,· '. .· .,/ ,_· -· ,v Jtfucitional standards. Here we
,'/•-·_,.,:..Y-,,c . >. .. • 

find that adoption is
case of those who are

So far as

6 r 

s
2· 

lower . in
illfterate,

whereas, it goes · on increasing
with an increase in the standard
of literacy among farmers. Thus,
adoption is far more pronounced
in case of those- who have read'
up to High or above. T4erefor~;· :
it shows that adoption of. th,.~1f ; '
agricultural practices 'i~. a~esfea,ti}'}·,
by educational standard ot <tll,et
respondents. ',;,.,!€ ""'· 
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oi, the respondents. who have
adopted these practices are either
from 26-35 or 36-50 years age
groups. The adoption is minimum
in case of those who are 50 or
above, Therefore, we find that
mostly the adopters come from
middle age-groups.

' Similary, the table shows
that the socio-economic status of
the respondents indicated in
terms of high, middle and low
categories has definite bearing on

their adoption of: these, agcieul
tural practices. I!£;: e n e, t1 h e
respondents with high or middle
socio-economic status. te'Iitl to
adopt more or these practtces as
compared to those who carry low
status.

(ii) Adoption and sources of 
information-The study, a 1 s o
amied at knowing the sources of
information in regard to improved
seeds, implements and chemical ·
fertilisers, This picture ~s pre
sented in the following, table :

TABLE No. 2
Adoption of agricultural practices by farmers and their source of information 

Source of imformation
SI. No. Improved practice r-----------.A..------------. 

Neighbour Block agency Radio Pamphlet; etc.

(1) (2) (3) (4)'

(N=ll)

Improved seeds 5 3 2 1

~~ t~ (N=9) 

2 Improved: implements 4 3: 1 l 
(N=l9) 

l Chemical Fertilisers 8 7 3 1

'Phe· table shows that neigh
bours constitute most important
source of information ·in regard to
adoption of' improved' s e· e d" s,
implements and chemical ferti
lizers. The block agency is only
seeend important source of

-information Next comes Radio.
Pamphlets and' other .) s, u c h
literature is· leant significant in
this respect.

Summary an1J\ conclusions· 

Basing observations on this
study few conclusions can be
drawn.

The study shows that all the
farmers have not yet adopted
improved agricultural practices
as recommended. by- extension
agency, Further, for those who
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have adopted there is significant
and positive relationship between
adoption and social characteris
tics of farmers, i.e., education,
age, socio-economic status.

It has also revealed that
neigbhours still consitute the
piost important source affecting
their decision with regard to
adoption of these improved agri

•cu1'.tura1 practices. This 'may ·he
due to :the fact that our faroners
are frequently in -centact with
their fellow farmers. The block
agency is only seeond important
source of information for them.
Radio and pamphlets have not
still made much impact in this
regard.

>In the background of these
-conclusiens there is a need for .a
ssirmere attempt on the part of
,field wonkers ,engaged in this
programme >to improve the situa

-tion. For this following steps are
suggested .-

( 1) The Block officials should
make adequate use of
mass media of communi
cation such as films,
slides, etc., so t h a t
agricultural information
is diffused to more
farmers in an effective
manner. They should
make more contacts indi
vidual and group, and

render n e c es s a r y 
guidance at all sta'5es.
Efforts should be made t~
secure more and active
participation of farmers .
in various formal and
informal activities.

(2) Pamphlets written in
simple and local language
should be frequently
distributed a m o n g
literate farmers. Radio
rural forums should be
activised and their activi
ties be f r e q u e n t 1 y
reviewed. 

(3) More attention should :be
given to the training' of
farmers, This should be
properly planned and
implemented. In such
training programmes
more emphasis should · be
laid on p r a c t i c. a J 
demonstrations rather
than theoretical discus
sions of various topics.

'(4) To help the s m a 1 1 
farmers undertake more
profitable ventures, the

'Government a n d co-
operative organisations
should create more credit
facilities. Progressive
farmers should be duly
recognised and 'rewarded.

r. 
I
:_; 
>~;;,
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NRUSINGH PRASAD MISHRA 

Serological studies in India
Particularly of ABO blood groups

.have covered some important
· aboriginal and castes. . On the .
basis of the above studies it is
possible to assess the ethnic status
of the populations. However, as

.regards Orissa not much work has
been· done except in case of a few
tribal groups. The authors in this
sh()r.t paper attempt to assess the
ethnic status and mode of distri
bution of ABO blood groups among
some important castes in Orissa
State.

1

1 ABO BLOOD GROUP DISTRI 
BUTION AMONG SOME· 

ORISSAN CASTES 

The three major castes of Orissa
such as Brahmin, Karan and
Khandayat have been taken along

, ..with the samples from other castes.
The general caste pattern in Orissa
is/same .· as· elsewhere in Eastern
India. In the caste hierarchy of
Orissa, Brahmins occupy the
topmoit position and the Karans
clairri'" to stand next to Brahmins
akinto Khatryahood. The Khanda
vats are mostly farming castes.

;c~~tes . such as the Bauri, Dom;
;i a:rii:ffladi constitute the Scheduled
(;aste groups.

•t.-' 

Meterial and' Method : 
In this short paper it is attemp

ted to present ABO blood samples
of different caste groups collected
by the authors in the New Capital
and Bhubaneswar area during the
year 1965-66. The total· number of
individuals tested was 165, out of
which 28 were Brahmins, 45 were
Karans, 38 were Khandayatg and·
the rest 54 were the other caste
groups. The data were collected
from different villages and from
the Capital area to include random
samples mainly representing
sections and sub-sections of the
each caste group. The subjects
were unrelated.

Blood samples were taken from
finger pricks and were collected in •
numbered slides. The finger tips
of the subjects were washed with
rectified spirit and cotton and the . •
blood drops were directly collected
on cleaned slides. High titre anti-
A and anti-B sera of sufficient
avidity obtained from 'Haffkine,
Institute, Bombay were used. Blood
groups of the male subjects were
typed. Known 0, A, B and AB
blood groups were included as
controls in every series of tests.



TABLE I
Distribution of ABO system among some caste groups of Orissa

Group
Phenotypes

r---------.A.--- ----, 
0 

(1) (2)
----------'---~ · _!Jrahmin

(28) No. Obs.
Obs.%
No. Exp.

Karan
(45) No. Obs.

Obs.%
No. Exp.

Khandayat
(38) No. Obs.

Obs. ~~
No. Exp.

Other Castes
(54) No. Obs. ·• 

Obs.%
No. Exp.

9 
32·17
7·12

15
38"33
I 1·45

7 
18·42
9·68

11
20·36
13·75

7 
25·00
7·12

10
22·22
11•45

10
26·32

9·68

15
27·77
13·75

GROUP DISTRIBUTION AMONG SOME ORISSAN.

A
(3)

B
(4)

AB 
(5)

II 
39·28
11·53

17 
37·77
18·50

17
44·73
15·60

23 
51·86
22·37

l
3·57
2·30

3
6"66
3·50

4 
10,53
2·22

5
9·26
4·98

•,,

Table 1 presents the result of the
investigation among the four caste
population samples tested mainly
from New Capital area, Bhubane
swar in the district of Puri. The
gene frequencies (presented in

Table 2) have been calculated,.. by
Bernstein's improved formulae
(Mourant, 1954). TQe expected and
the observed phenot;ype numbers
and the goodness of fit X2 also has
been calculated.

TABLE 2 
Distrlbutlon of Gene Frequencies 

Groups 
(1) 

p
(2)

q
(3)

r
(4) 

Goodness of fit
(5) 

Brahmin 
(28)

Karan 
.,. '(45)
-Kha11dayat 
, (38)
Other Castes 

(54)
·,Total

(165)

0·21

0·08

0·24

0•24 

0·228 

0·18 ·

0·)7

0·37

·0·33

0·56

0·66

0'42

0·45

1·159 

0·485

J-345 
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' ' Analysing · T~le 1 and Table 2
'it ha~ been pbserved that blood
group B is''ciistributed in greater
percentage among all the caste
.groups. Distribution of A blood
group .is next to B, 0 and AB blood
groups occur in lesser percentage
in all caste groups studied. :But

. · when a comparison is made by
.using a '4X4' contingency table on
. the ·four caste population samples
investigated in the present study,
the· chi-square values reveal that

TABLE 3

the population samples, namely, the
Brahmin, Karan, Khandayat and
the other castes form a single
cluster so far as the ABO blood

. group distribution is concerned.
The data on the four caste popula
tion samples have, therefore, been
combined and the gene frequencies
have been estimated as shown dn 
the Table 2, such .as. Q=.0•648, 
A=0·228 and B;=0·l24 .for the
combined data. X2=0·759 .(T.& F.) 
0·50;, P> 30.

Distribution of ABO Blood groups with Gene frequencies among the various 4 
populations in Orissa 

Groups Author Number 0, A,

Aboriginal
tribes.

Oriya
q(liandayat

-Brahmin

Karan

Khandayat

Sarkar
(1956)

Macfarlane
(1-938)

-Tripathy
and

Misra

(present
study)

Other castes

- __,,.f .. 

B, AB p, q, r "Chi 
square

103% 38 22 32 .n 17·39 23·4.5.i9·16 i·l2
36·89 21·36 31·07 .J0•p8

60% 27 11 15 7
-sco 18·33 zs-oo 1 i ·67

28% 9 7 11 l
32·17 25·00 .39·2'8 3·57

45% 15 10 17 3
33·33 22 22 37·77 6-66

38% 7 10 17 4
18·42 26"32 44·37 ro·53

54% 11 15 23 5
20·36 21-n s1~86 -9·26

It has been observed from table
3 that~Macfarlane's (1938) study of

. Oriya Khandayats does not differ
<"from the Khandayats of the present

·study in any of the genetical cha
racters.. Further comparisons could
n◊fb~•:fuade at present as blood

..•• ·1·,159

0•4'S'8 

o·345 •

0·766

"·-·----------- 
group data on Orissan caste g1mups
are inadequate. Further studies
are, therefore, necessary·to'lhe:vean
elaborate comparative .stupy 'of
ABO systera.of Orissan caste popu
lations.
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TABLE 4 
Values of chi-square inter-group Differences with regard to ABO blood groupes 

Group Combinations r uthor
------------J,--·-.

Chi-square
Brahm in X Karan

~ar.m x Khandayat -
Khandayat x Brahm in

4·481
0·134

. 0•14·5

Mourant, E. A.
Kumar, Narendra (1960)

Shtivastava, R. P (1965)

Agrawal, H. N. {1966)

' ' { 'EripathyK. C. (1965-661 

Mourant, E. A

Trrpathy
and Misra

(present study)

Analysing Table 4 it is observed
fuat among the three caste popula
tion due to deficiency of AB blood
group distribution the chi-square
value in case of Brahmin and
Karan is very significant though
not nigh. But when the other
caste population are compared it
is found that the groups are indis
tinguishable. Besides, the samples
have been subjected to the test of
homogeneity by using the '3 X 4'
contmgency tables. Highly signi
ficant chi-square values indicate
that the caste groups are not
liqmogeneous. The insignificant
values indicate that the samples
are homogeneous in nature so far
as the ABO blood group distribu
tions are concerned.

Summary· 

Blood samples of 165 individuals
belonging to Brahmin, Karan,
Khandayat and other caste popula
tions were tested for ABO blood
groups from Bhubaneswar (New 
Capital) area in the district of 
Puri, Orissa. Out of the said caste
groups Brahmins, Karans and
Khandayats have been tested for
homogeneity. Except between
Brahmins and Karans, other caste
groups are homogeneous so far as
the ABO blood group distribution
in Puri district is concerned. The
samples have been subjected to
the test of homogeneity by using
the '4 X n' contingency tables.
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' On. 1st April 1936 Orissa was
formed a separate province com
binmg various parts of the erst

•, while provinces of Bihar and
' 0 r } s s a, Central Provinces

and : M a d r a s Presidency.
The district of Korapuj was con
stituted with the undivided zamin
dari of J eypore excluding Madgul.
The Indian National Congress was
then organized in this district. In

· "'· the election of 1936 Congress candi- .
dates were returned in all the three
seats in the district. The tribes
then did not have franchise and
used to be represented in the
Assembly by nominated members.
The first Congress Ministry was
formed in 1937 in Orissa. There
after Congress activities were
geared up by organising camps to
train Congress workers. The
most important camp was held in
1938 at Nuaput about 7 miles from
Jeypore town. This was attended
by eminent leaders like late
Gopabandhu Choudhury, and
Godavaris Misra and Achrya
Harihar Das. Quite a large num
ber of young men from different
parts of the district were enrolled

'by the organisation. Lakshman
Naik, the Naik of village Tentuli
gumma was initiated and trained
in. this camp.

Lakshman Naik was born in
village- 'I'entuligumma in Boipari-

MARTYR LAKSHMAN NAIK, 
A HERO OF FREEDOM 

MOVEMENT 

guda Police-station in the year
Circa 1895 in a Bhumia family.
The exact date of birth is difficult
to ascertain. His father Padlam
Naik was the headman of the
village. Padlam had three sons
and two daughters. Lakshman
was the second son.

Village Tentuligumma is a fairly
big village of 90 families. There
are 7 Harijan, one blacksmith and
rest of the families are Bhumias.
It is situated in the extremity of
the district bordering Madhya
Pradesh. River Kolab and high

· hill ranges isolate this village from
other parts of the district. Forests
around the village are infested
with wild animals. Every year
man-eating tigers take a heavy toll
of life in the area.

Lakshman Naik had some rudi
ments of schooling in the child
hood. There was no regular school
in the area. Local teachers im
parted education to acquaint
pupils in alphabets and 3 . years.
He married at an early age to
Manguli Naikani of the same
village. One son Raghunath was
born to them, who is now about
40 years of age. Young Laksh
man was a good hunter. He
obtained a licence for a muzzle
loading gun. He had reputation



Family of late Lakshman Naik (L to R), Son-Raghunath, wife
Manguli Naikani, brother-in-law Bansingh Majhi

Photo by-N. Das
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as an amiable, patient and upright
man in the locality. After his
father's death Lakshman succee
ded as the Headman of the village.
He was the leading personality
from whom local people sought
advice to resolve their disputes.

Lakshman Naik was indoctri-
- nated into National Congress by
the then -Congress leaders of the
district, Sarva Sri Radhakrishna
Biswas Roy, late Radha Mohan
Sahu and Sadasiba Tripathi.
Lakshman took to organizational
discipline devotedly and whole
heartedly. He gave up hunting as
a measure of practising non-vio
lence and took to vegetarian diet.
He introduced cotton growing and
spinning Khadi in his family. He
enlisted large number of persons
in adjoining villages as 4 annas
members of Congress. During his
frequent visits to Jeypore he was
closely associated with Congress
leaders of the district.

In 1939, the then British Govern
ment declared war against the
Axis powers and India was drag
ged into it without reference to
Indian leaders and people. Maha
tma Gandhi objected to it, and
Congress ministries resigned. Then
came the phase of individual
Satyagraha. Congress leaders
offered Satyagraha opposing coun
try's participation in the war
without ascertaining the will o¾
the people. Lakshman Naik offered
Satyagraha thrice and courted
arrest in 1939 and 1940. He was
released after 3 months. He was
also fined Rs. 300. During that
period. Congress gave the clarion
call to boycott war operations of

the British. Lakshman Naik took
the leadership in the area and in
spired hill tribes not to co-op<t_rate
in war efforts or to contribute
men and resources to the war. Re
forbade paying illegal exactions to
the forest, police and excise staff.

This was the turning point in
his life as Lakshman's activities
were considered perilous to the
tranquility by the district authori
ties. The local officials and Jey
pore Maharaja's officers considered
him a dangerous person. They
prejudiced the British Agent at
Koraput against Lakshman Naik.
Lakshman Naik was mostly concen
trating on constructive programme
and propagated non-violence and
passive resistance against oppre
ssion of the rulers. He was, how
ever, a terror to petty officials of
the Government and Maharaja of
Jeypore, who were constantly
harassing the backward tribals.
They were also trying hard to in
stigate and mobilise money-lend
ers, some village Headmen and
other opportunists against
Lakshman Naik.

The 'Quit India Movement'
which transformed the otherwise
peaceful nation to gallant fighting
against the British Raj reverbra
ted in the high hills of Koraput.
The prominent Congress leaders of
the district were arrested by the
12th August 1942. Congress Office
at Jeypore was seized and locked.
Some of the Congressmen who

· were not arrested managed to
cyclostyle · pamphlets and distri
buted those all over the district to
continue the movement. · Those
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handouts urged the people to fully
dissociate with the British Govern
menb

After V the arrest of the leaders
the rank and file became restive.
Lakshman was not arrested and he
organised the movement in Mathili
area where communication was
verypoor.

On the 16th August 1942 a large
crowd marched to Jeypore. She
crowd was lathi charged and ruth
lessly dispersed. After this incident
Lakshman Naik was sought by the
authorities to be arrested. He was
asked to immediately leave the
town by friends. He traversed
over forests at night and reached
Ghumar the native village of his
close associate Nila Patro. They
together decided to organise a
march to Mathili on the 21st
August 1942. The authorities came
to know about their move.

On the 21st August 1942, a large
crowd of tribals and others congre
gated at Mathili about 40 miles
from Jeypore. The . Bonda high
landers live on the high hills to
the cast of this police-station. They
are dreaded for their fearlessness
and homicidal propensities. This

. march to Mathili was, therefore,
considered highly explosive and
the authorities grew paniky.

The· Officer-in-charge of Mathili
police-station gathered a posse of
reserve police in the police-station,
but considering their number
small . he mustered all the forest
guards, ' excise peons and other
pro-pollcs' and pro-zamindari ele
irienhf who· had arms, and posted
'therf' behind the police-station. It

was well known in the area that
Lakshman Naik had organised
people to refuse to pay plough tax,
road tax, shandy tax and other
taxes to the Samasthan authorities
until the British left the country.
The Samasthan and Government
agencies incited some of the local
headmen to oppose him. His
farriily members were harassed Jn 
various ways. Yet Lakshn'i.an Naik
continued to fight against all odds
undunted and unperturbed.

On the 21st August 1942 the
large crowd which gathered at
Mathili, picketted li41uor shop and
the shandy. They held a meeting
at Shandy (Hatapada). Lakshman
presided over the meeting. The
crowd marched towards police
station singing Ramdhun and rais
ing "Mahatma Gandhike Jai".
Their aim was to hoist Congress
tri-colour on the police-station as
a measure of heralding indepen
dence from the British rule. When
the crowd gathered in front of the
police-station the police officer on
duty asked them to disperse. The
crowd was then lathi-charged
when it demanded to hoist the
national flag on the police-station.
A Magistrate who was camping
there, by accident ultimately
ordered firing. Simultaneously
volleys of shots were fired on the
crowd from all directions. · Before
the firing began it is told that
Lakshman Naik , was hit by a
Police bayonet on his face and
was lying unconscious in a small
drain in front of the police-station.
In the firing- quite a large number
of unarmed peonle were killed
and wounded. When the crowd
dispersed it was discovered that a
forest guard Ramaiya was lying



It is widely current that a large
number of dead bodies were burnt
in an orchard nearby the police
station. There are stories of even
unconscious persons burnt alive .
After the firing which took place
at the mid-day the crowd ran
helter and skelter to their villages.
It was rainy season and all the
rivers and hili streams were in
spate. While marching to Mathili
small culverts and ferry boats in
.river Kolab were destroyed by the
villagers; Hence the retreating
persons after the firing were in
great predicament to reach their
native villages. The people of
the following villages participated
in the march to Mathili on the 21st
August 1942.
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dead in a drain a few paces from
where Lakshman was lying.
Lakshman Naik and other wound
ed persons were taken away by
the people to a nearby forest and
were treated there by jungle herbs.
This massacre at Mathili ultima
tely turned out to be the turning
point in the history of freedom
fight in Koraput..• 

Kamrabeda, Sindibeda, Ghuspalli,
Sedenga, Dalpatiguda, Atalguda,
Timsiput, Sarangpalli, Sangumma,
Kukudaguda, Tentuligumma, Luler,
Udaigiri, Karpanpalli, Bauisaghat,
Nuaguda, Kaliaguda, Barabeda,
Kattapalli, Mufdar, Rangabeda,
Masariguda, Kaudiguda, Kupuli
guda, Naikaguda, Tanguda.
Gangla, Bandguda, Malibakaguda,

. Pangam, Macchhaguda, Amguda
and Tanlguda, etc.

Lakshman Naik, however, left
for J eypore to consult other con-

gres., leaders on future programme.
When he reached J eypore the next.
day, he found the Congress !Office
was locked and almost all- associa
tes of Lakshman were behind the
bars. Some friends advised him to
leave the town atones lest he
would be arrested. He then went
to Nila Patro's village on the way
but could not meet the ·1atter. He
left for his village Tentuligumma.

On the 28th August a large con
tingent of armed police, swooped
various villages including Tentuli
gumma at down. The villagers
looked askance when police let
loose a reign of terror by seizing
live-stock, breaking open houses,
beating-up inmates in a frenzy.
Lakshman Naik's house was
besieged and his family members
and farm servants were manhandl
ed. Even his minor son Raghunath,
who lives to narrate the incident,
was ruthlessly beaten and was
taken to police-station at Mathili,
This was the aftermath of MathiU
firing. It was then little known
that a hard fate was awaiting some
of the persons who were wounded
in the firing. Hundreds of persons
from different villages who were
4 annas members of Congress and
sympathisers were rounded up and
marched to Mathili by the police.

A good deal of importance was
attached by the then administration
to Mathili episode particularly to
the emergent leadership of.
Lakshman Naik. The J eypore
Zamindary officials _ considered
him a dangerous _ . ele~,;eJi;,? They
combined with police,~"-fse and
forest authorities to hatflt a plot
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to reap vengeance against
Lakshman Naik. By then all emi
nent+Congressmen of the district
wore behind the bars. The
British rulers of those days were
told that Lakshman Naik's exis
tence in the areas would put the
empire in jeopardy. He would
incite the ferocious Bonda high
landers and other hill tribes, and
the meagre police force would be
unable to check the uprising.

For all those who were interested
to suppress the freedom movement
in general and Lakshman Naik in
particular, the death of a forest
guard Ramiya at Mathili on
August - 21st, 1942, with bullet
injury provided a golden opportu
nity. In fact this forest guard who
was an opium addict was beating

. the crowd at Mathili beyond the
fence of police-station. When

_firing started without warning
from different directions, most

. probably Ramiya was hit by a
bullet and fell in a drain. By
then Lakshman Naik was already
lying unconscious after receiving
a bayonet injury, a few paces
from where Ramiya fell. The
death of the forest guard was
concocted to frame a charge of
murder against Lakshman Naik
and his associates. It was alleged
that the mob was incited by
Lakshman to loot shops, burn the
houses and properties of innocent
persons, destroy the police-station
and kill all Government Officials . 

. In furtherance of this common
intention it was alleged that
Lakshaman killed the forest
guard Ramiya by giving a severe
blow on his head by a steel
lathi. Once this plot matured a

good deal of colour was added to
the story. The reserve police
force arrested all Congress
members and ·sympathisers and a
reign of terror was let loose in
Mathili area. Arrested persons
were marched to Mathili tied in
ropes. They were belaboured,
kept outside during rains and
tortured in various ways. Af~r
some days of ordeal at - Mathili
about a hundred persons including
some who had bullet injuries were
ordered to march to J eypore on
foot. Lakshman protested to
walk the distance and declared
that he would prefer to be killed
there rather than to accede to such
inhuman order. When all pers
sure and torture proved futile a
police lorry was deployed to
transport the arrested persons to
Koraput. They were kept in
Koraput jail. Police submitted
chargesheet against 49 persons on
charges of murder, arson, loot,
etc. After commitment proceed
ings the case was tried by a
special sessions judge at Koraput.
A large number of witnesses
almost all being either Police
Officials or officials of the J eypore
Samasthanam said parrot like
that the forest guard Ramiya
succumbed to a severe lathi blow
dealt on his head by Lakshman
Naik. On this trial there was no
defence witness. 18 persons were
convicted to lesser terms . 30 
were sentenced to life imprison
ment and Lakshman Naik was
sentenced to death. The death
sentence was confirmed by Patna
High Court. He. was transferred
to Berhampur camp jail where
other congress leaders of the
State were detained. On the
dawn of the 29th March 1943, the

Cl, /..• 
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freedom fighter and patriot
of Mathili was hanged at
Berhampur camp jail. The local
authorities announced with beat
of drums the hanging of
Lakshman Naik to terrorise the
people. Lakshman's wife
Manguli Nayakani and son

• Raghunath learnt the tragic end of
Lakshman from the drum beat... 

•

All those serving life sentence
were released in 1946. But
Lakshman Naik sacrificed his life
for the freedom of his country.
Our country achieved independe
nce and the tricolour was
unfurled in Government buildings
on 15th August 1947. Indians
ruled from the seat of the British
rulers. The Maharaja of Jeypore
lost his powers. Lakshman
however did not live to see the
attainment of Independence. He
was one of those hundreds of
martyrs who sacrificed their
lives and watched the proceedings
from their heavenly abode; when
millions of their fellow country
men were released from foreign
domination.

Bansingh Pujhari of 'I'entuli
gumma who was hit by a bullet
on his upper arm, and was cured
after two years at Cuttack hospital,
was also sentenced to life im
prisonment. He is now a politi
cal pensioner. He described
that on the day death sentence
was pronounced on Lakshman
Naik and he was being led to
isolation ward, Lakshman told to
Bansingh that "He would now
die because the British and
Jeypore Raja decided so. But he
would accept the fate, so that

millions of his countrymen would
get their dear freedom and Gandhi
Raj would be established. Tuose
who had been convicted to, prison
terms would then be released."
He ordained Bansigh to look after
his family -members, his wife, and
young son when the latter would
be released. They would not feel
any remorse, rather be proud of
the sacrifice of Lakshman. Ban
singh Majhi lives though partly
disabled to tell this story of
gallantry.

Similarly, on the day Lakshman
was hanged in Berhampur jail he
expressed his last wish to see
three Congress leaders of Koraput,
late Radhamohan Sahu, Radha
krushna Biswas Roy and Sadasiba
Tripathi.

Shri Sadasiba Tripathi who was
till recently the Chief Minister of
Orissa - met him. Lakshman
showed unflinching courage at the
time of being led to the gallows.
He walked dauntless and upright,
singing Ramdhun. The Magistrate
who committed him to court of
sessions narrates that during the
trial Lakshman Naik showed
unique courage and was behaving
with perfect dignity. He knew
that he was innocent. Yet he
knew that cunning and shrewd
interests and their lackeys were
going to see through his end. He
gladly accepted the course
ordained by the fate without
hesitation or remorse. Even at
the time of supreme sacrifice this
tribal hero of freedom movement
who was neither educated nor
sophisticated hailing from the
backward inaccessible agenc)'.j
tracts of Koraput exhibited .



unparallel
freedom move

country. .He
his life for the mother

land. There are some ·. memorials
at Koraput and at Bhubaneswar
dedicated to Laskhman Naik. 
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]ntroduction 

P. K. BHOWMICK 

~.: Article 46 of the Constitution of
~j India, provides thati Government

. ~ will take special interest to pro
~? mote the educational and economic

:jf interests of the weaker sections of
; the people, particularly the Sche
'. duled Castes and Scheduled Tribes.
, Besides, the Constitution envisaged

,.,:~he provision of free universal and
•. compulsory education for children
-up to the age of 14 years. Accord-
-ing \o the Census of 1961, the
tribal population in India is about

·. ]9-88 millions, i.e., 6·81 per cent of
tndia's total population. These
';ribal Groups consisting of more
han 572 different communities, are

"painly found to live in a few loca-
-.,~ised zones of our country which,

., .;a few years back, were considered
~. - ·_~as inhospitable or inaccessible

·",'.\., 'areas. Due to impact of various
Wj' ..,;,actors those conditions have

IM .... j.· l rl·!··changed and g~adually the. tribal
}1. 'yeople have migrated and settled
1 ;;at different places in search of

l. , ·•· J:.food and better employment.
- ..T'· .. ·r-.a. ditional ways of living whi.ch

. ~:'~ere so long prevalent amongst
. j~m have also changed due to.,J '~\llges of economic and, political

- tfditions of the people. This sort
J,\ economic mobility undoubtedly
·Jtered the existing conditions
yhich prevailed so long and
-\"" 

WAYS TO EDUCATE THE 
TRIBALS 

affected to an extent the general
educational system of the country.
Due to interaction of these forces
and spread of education the per
centage of literacy amongst the
tribal people has also increased
now.

It is true that after independence,
both Government and some volun
tary organisations with financial
assistance from the Government
are trying their best to wipe out
illiteracy amongst the backward
communities. Without this the
communities concerned will not be
able to realise their own status
and responsibilities and they will
not be in a position to wipe out
the ingrained age-old prejudices
and vices of their society.
It has been noticed t h a t
literacy, in many cases; has
made them more discerning
and intelligent and helped saving
these illiterate people from the
ruse of the usurers or· money-len
ders who directly or indirectly had
brought about almost a total ruin
on these dowf).-trodden communi
ties by their shrewea dealings in
the past. It has been further
observed that due to spread of
education now a. small section of
many such tribal communities have
progressed well and have develop
ed a sort of political awareness
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and ambition 'that may bring them
social and economic security in
course of time,

In a way, they are now merging
with the more advanced societies
around them and fostering a sort
of integration with them, The
theme of education that has been
prescribed for them, however, does
not meet their requirments. Pro
per education demands not only 
preparation for the future through
a gradual process of socialisation
but also fostering of a feeling of
integration with a sense of love
and respect for the people of the
country as a whole. There are
many instances where it is found
that some of the most famous edu
cators of the world had not even
achieved the stattls of literates in
the real sense of the term but they
realised and explained the worldly
affairs in such a way that these
afforded means to solve some of
the basic problems of their own
people. Examples are not few of
persons having conventional diplo
mas or certificates from recognised
or reputed educational institutions,
who are sometimes found utterly
demoralised and indulge in vice
and corruption, which largely
contributes to the degeneration of
a country. Proper form of educa
tion should enable a man to exert
his restraining powers against vices
or immoral situations without
which it has no value.

II 
Traditional form of tribal educa-- 
tion. 

It has been stated earlier that
the tribal population of India have
got a heterogenous cultural pattern
with variegated economic condi-

tions and activities. Economic
activities depend largely on ecolo
gical settings and ethnic environ
ment. These have immense influ
ence on the cultural patterns of
the groups concerned. Primitive
men tried their best to exploit the
nature by devising numerous
means for their survival, which
brouglit effectiveness in their"
struggle for existence a-t different
stages. Their ways of living had,
therefore, to be adjusted with the
existing cultural milieu of the
region. Thus, the primary groups
like family, age-groups and other
conventional social institutions
have their respective roles to train
up an individual for the varied
needs of social existence. Socialisa
tion starts from birth and takes
shape through child-hood until a
clear conception of 'self' is genera
ted. Family shapes his moral
standards and livelihood patterns
through his continuous participa
tion in its day to day functioning,
by which, ideas and thoughts about
social values are formed. It pre
pares a child for the future and
helps to build up his character

By primitive education, it is
meant that the children or the
future generation of the group are
made accustomed with the
patterns of social set-up and con
ventional traditional customs by
gradual socialisation and other
approved systematic procedures
for imparting such training. As
such. a child in future learns most
of his essential future pursuits and
gets sufficiently acquainted and
equipped to adjust himself with
any future situation, favourable or
unfavourable. Besides, the child
will learn various ideas, customs,

·•-> 
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'\~ idioms of rituals; current in all

societies, by which the norm of
the society is continued. The
social solidarity thus remains un
disturbed and, as such, formal and
informal obligations, duties, etc.,
are automatically observed by an
individual through familial and
kinship relations. All these are

•reggrded as informal type of edu
cation or ?earning. As most of the
preliterate tribal people have no

r,: ~ conventional script of their own
, · · ,.,_~o their systematic education
"· pattern is devoid of rigid formali-

ties. Yet in many primitive people,
':<if there· are formal institutions or

associations, ·where not only econo
mic pursuits, but also rituals,
philosophy and· political ideas are
systematically cultured and pro
pagated· to the children to train
them up.

Formal

- 

educational institutions
are prevalent in many primitive
tribes of India, like, the Oraons,
who have Jonkerpa,or Dhumkuria, 
meaning a bachelors' dormitory.
Likewise, the Mundas and the
Birhors, had in earlier times,
Gitiora, the Gonds had their
Gotul organisation, the Garos had
Nok pante, the Ao Nagas had
Morung or 'age-group' organisation,
etc.

Shri S. C. Roy gave an elaborate
description of the indigenous insti
tution called 'Dhumkuria', which
was, according to him, 'an effective
economic organisation for the
purposes of food quest, a useful
seminary for the training of young
men in their social and other du

. ties and an institution for magico
religious observances calculated to
secure success in hunting and · · to

"""· 

" augment the procreative power of 
young men, so as to increase the
number ofhunters in the triJ>e'.
The··d6rmito:ties· of the Oraons are
mud-structured buildings; situated
in the village, very near to the
dancing · ground, where both the
village maidens and bachelors
gather en masse, during celebra
tions. The maidens have a similar
organisation known as Pel-erp~, 
though it has got no separate
structure like the dormitory for
the boys. In the dormitory of the
youth, there are three grades or
'Tur', comprising of different age
groups. They have respective
duties and obligations. There are
elaborate rituals in connection with
initiation or first admission into
the dormitory. The head of the
dormitory is selected by the village
elders and he has some specific
obligations to the community.
Thus these youths get an early
opportunity to exercise their poli
tical responsibility and judgement,
which help developing the quali
ties of effective leadership in the
societv.

The age-group system of the
Ao Nagas is known as Morung, in
which every three years, a new
group of boys born during this
period, are admitted for training.
Girls also have · their age-groups,
but the system does not play a
prominent part in female life. :At
the initial stage. of their admission
info the Morung, the boys have
certain duties to perform, till, after
the next three years' ·· time, a new
age-group takes their" ~ place ·and
the fags of yesterday blossom into
buds for, the next three years of
Morung life. A Morung 
is a microcosm of the village and



has its own council, reminding one
strongly again of a public school
:wit,h iti( prefects. Boys of the
M~rung · receive regular discipli
!ira:ry· advice in respect of fighting,

_ soeiak.: services;'. dancing, singing
and even in· · courtship.' from the
elders,' ·

:,~"Aniorrg the Dimasas of Cachar,
the custom is to set up a Nodrang, 
which serves the purpose of a
bachelors' dormitory. It is a
long hut With elaborate sleeping
arrangement, to accommodate the
-anmanriezf youths of the village.
After the admission into the

, Nodrang, the boys have to work
, under the guidance of the elders

t>f their' society, according to con
ventional cultural pattern.

Besides, the formal educational
organisation of the tribals, we can
fihd how a Mahali · child learns the
.art of' basket-making from his

· parents or a Santal boy prepares
·,f bow or fix up a string with the
stave of the bow very accurately.
In this way, the economic pursuits,
followed by a parent, with their
tact and technique, are handed
down ·to· the posterity, through
participation of the latter in day
to-day: work with their parents.

However, it has been noticed
that due to changes in the politi

. cal .condttien of the country and
opening« up · of . new livelihood
patterns· for· the people after

· independence, extension of
-communieation facilities to the
various other social amenities

. offered, spread of a new type of
education has · been accelarating

.•with pac~, . amongst the' tribal
.. peoplf':o:ficmr- country. 

ADIBASI•·· 

m: 
Present Set-up 

After · independence, · though re
markable changes have occurred in
respect of educational patterns of
the tribal people, yet these are hot
considered sufficient to wipe out
illiteracy. A sum of Rs. 3,4Q0·4n
lakhs had been earmarked during
the Third PTan•. period, for various
works of development like, primary r 
education, setting up of Ashranis/... ~
(Residential) schools, secondary t,,
education, exemption from pay-
ment of tuition fees, Post-Matric f, 
Scholarships, Overseas Scholar-
ships, for establishing hostels, etc.
To impart compulsory free educa-
tion to the children of our country
up to the age of 14, is the motto
of our present Government.

Educational facilities (mainly
primary), which are generally ex
tended to the children are · of
mainly two types : traditional and
basic. The number of Basic
Schools set up, at present, are
sufficient to meet the pressing
needs of the students. both tribals
and non-tribals. It is true that
through basic education, a child
gets a few advantages in course of .
his study, which cannot be had
through the traditional system. But
subsequently, he faces difficulties,
after the expiry · bf the term of
schooling, when hP. has to sef!k
admission in a traditional school
for further education. There is no
compromise or balance between
the two systems and as such, basic
pattern of education is considered
incomplete and somewhat disap
poin:tine;. ·

• <~ 
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However, a few important pro
blems are still left unattended,
hindering the spread of education
in tribal regions. In course of
field work, it has been reported to
the writer that tribal students
generally get ill-treatment in the
hands of non-tribal teachers . So
some of the tribals, specially the

.Mundas, the Lodhas, the Santhals
ancr the Koras of western part of
West Bengal, demanded having
separate schools of their own.

.__ In the district of Midnapur in
West Bengal, as per recommenda
tion of the District School Board, 
a few schools have already been
started with one or two teachers,
1n the heart of the tribal habitats
experimentally. But, at present,
there are "certain handicaps, affect
ing the spread of education like,
irregularity in attendance or ·
absenteeism on the part of the
students, due to lack of interest of
their guardians to send their boys
regularly to schools.

1t has been observed that (a) 
poor economic condition of the
parents is one of the foremost
handicaps, in this regard. The
parents, though quite a number of
families want that their children
should get education, face a lot of
difficulties in procuring text-books,
slates, clothing, etc., which are
pre-requisite for school students
and, as such, could not, in spite of
their eagerness, send their boys to
school. Besides, a good number of
_b6ys of the age-group of 9-12, are
earning members of the family,
who work as cowherd or as domes
tic servants doing some odd jobs
for which they get two square
meals and a· remuneration from 

Re. 1 to Rs. 2 per month. This
tempts the poor parents to.employ
their boys elsewhere, than to send .
them to schools. Such is the ease 
with the tender-aged girls! Thep 
have to assist their mothers who 
go away for jobs, keeping ·· tlle ·
babies under their supervision,
For such domestic needs, the 
parents do not have interest in.
sending them to school

In most cases, the tribal boys
have to attend school 'without tak
ing meal, or taking any other. . .. . 

sort of food. This naturally -eem
pels them to go out of the school .
during the teaching hours, in
search of some -edible roots· •~Qt'
wild fruits, from the nearby jun
gles, to quench their hunger; thus
neglecting their lessons. It is
apparent, therefore, that the poor
economic condition of the tribal
people stands largely in the way
of rapid educational progress.

(b) Lack of proper encourage 
ment is yet another snag. It has
been observed that many neigh
bouring scheming and prosperous
communities discourage the poor
tribal people to avail of the edu
cational facilities for their chil
dren. Instead they advise and in
fluence them to employ the
youngsters as - domestic servants
or in other small jobs, by which
they may help them by their earn-:
ing. So the tribals or other back-«
ward communities prefer to _sen~ 
their children to the houses of the
caste Hindu neighbours for doing
odd jobs there, for wages, than to
send them to school.

(c) Distances of locations of the ·
schools, sometimes create hindran
ces in many parts of India, as the

' 
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boys have to trek many miles to
attend these, 'involving great phy 
sical hardship. But so far as West
Bengal is concerned, there are
Many 'primary schools situated in
the heart of the tribal villages,

.although these are much short of
the actual needs. Opening of
more such schools in convenient
areas is, therefore, a vital require
ment for spread of education.

(d) Insufficient accommodation
in school buildings and lack of
equipments, etc., are one of the
major problems in tribal, as well
as, · rural India. In many cases,
specially in tribal region, there is
only a structure without any 
shutters or flaps for the doors and
windows. There is no teaching
equipment also. 'l"hese arrange
ments for education of the young
sters are not at all attractive or
alluring and so they have a
general aversion for schools.

(e) Teaching hours in some
schools do not suit the local
conditions of vocational practices
of the people. In most of the cases,
specially in rural areas, schools
start at about 11 A. M. and continue
till 5 P. M. In this arrangement
there . are some inconveniences .
The better timing for this area is
that the school schould start early
in the morning and close at 11 A.M.
and reopen at 2-30 P.M. and finally
break at , 5 P. M. The children
should prepare their lessons in
the school in presence of the
teachers This is suggested

. because home environment of
most of these boys is not! encourag
ing or congenial for education, at
all. If the school is run on one shift,
the students very rarely get the

opportunity of preparing their
lessons and this indirectly stands
in the way of their educational
progress.

(f) Selection of · teachers with
proper qualification is another
essential requirement for spread
of education in the tribal areas,
as elsewhere. The teachers should
be very sympathetic to, the poor
tribal children -and treat them as
their own wards. They must
know the local tribal language, ~-·>--.. 
which will enable them to clarify ..
any problem, in dealing with them
easily. They should show a
sentimental affection for the
spontaneous emotions of inquisi-
tive tribal students and should
deal with them very carefully.

~ 

In a few States like, Andhra, etc., 
the wife of a teacher is also given
some remuneration, if she attends
the school, where her husband
works. This create a very homely
atmosphere, which easily attracts
the tender children. It has been
noticed that lady teachers are
more effective in primary stages,
because male teachers generally
participate in local politics and
embark on petty business enter
prises, in addition to their teach
ing .. duties and so could give
little attention to the children
So selection of a good teacher is
very important for the schools lo
cated in tribal or rural areas

(g) Medium of instruction-It 
is true that one particular object
can be illustrated easily, if it is
expressed in the · local dialect or
the mother-tongue of a child, at
least, in the primary stage.
Though there is no standard script
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of any dialect for the tribal peo
ple in India, many educationists
suggest that atleast the regional
scripts should be used in the tri
bal areas. The State language in
many cases creates difficulties. It
has been observed that, as result
of its introduction, in many cases,
tribal children have become bi-

• lingual.

(h) The subject-matter of edu
....•, cation for the tender boys in priT::........ mary school specially in the tribal
~· concentrated areas, should be care-

. · fully selected . Local myths,
- 1" riddles, folk songs, dances, etc.,

should be included in the curri
culum, by which gradual assimila
tion of these themes could be
effected. The students should be
encouraged to observe the regional
festivals with the people. This
will create a very cordial relation
ship amongst the tribals and the
geographical phenomena, historical
non-tribals, Besides, t'he regional
events, the nature of social setting,
inter-relationship of the people of
the locality, group participation,
etc., should be discussed in an
illuminating manner.

One or the important topic of
the subject-matter should be the
economic condition or the social
conditions of the tribal people in
general, and how these commu
nities have been gradually trans
formed or constituted into a big
ger society. The prominent
qualities of the tribal life should
be depicted comprehensively and
it should be very carefully illu
strated how the local traits have
been borrowed from the Caste
Hindu neighbours, through

a 1ong and close contact ... and
historical processes.

(i) Environment of the scnooI
should be of model type, ~having
garden, playground, etc., which .
easily attract · the boys to the
schoo] campus. Besides, there
should be some sort of audio-visual
teaching arrangements made,
through entertainment, by the
Publicity Department of the
Government, symposia _or dis
cussions of the teachers of the
locality held in the .schools regu
larly; which would have great
educative value. Thus the students
would feel encouraged and the
teachers would also overcome

· theirmonotony of life.

These are a few problems which
are not insignificant or which
cannot be tackled or eliminated
easily. If anybody wants . to
transcend these educational diffi
culties, he should certainly give·
due stress on the matters specified
above.

AU these problems should be
dealt with very carefully, because
these relate to three vital problems,
which are observed, when one
probes into the tribal life. These
problems are (1) absenteeism, '(2) 
a feeling of stagnation and (3)
wastage of zeal for education.
Government may spend money
for the welfare of the tribal people,
but it has been observed that. if
these three drainages continue
then every effort will prove futile.
To combat these factors, the
teachers should be more regular
in faking courses and sympa
thetic to the students. Though in
many places of West Bengal, in



t1¥h:rnary' ';schocM;· there are . com
" mittees·. who look after the regu

?rlarity pf attendance of the students)
· )E)u.t'rth~se:"'i:icre not very active due
. .. to: 6bvi"'t>us reasons, as there are
\i~coriomic ~~difficulties and other

. ;, ~.. . -.. .\.

:'"a.~soctated '-:disadvantages in> the
' ''.:'waf of improving the teaching
.. "Joiiqitioiis .

such a meagre grant.·, It; has to
be compensated in many cases,
from funds saved - due to absence
of other student boarders. How
ever, all these problems should be
very carefully considered by the
Executive Officers who are in
charge of the Tribal Welfare
Department.

many cases, a tribal student
his stipend or book grants

after six; months from the date 6f 
his ' admission. J Ust after admi

;ssiQn, applications with particulars
t:Jdr this purpose, are filed and it
J}.~kes 'SUCh a long time that the
·•;",fhioys :get disinterested and leave

;/the,,sch6ol. In this way, wastage
zeaf for education continues.

Money is spent for the purpose,
but·-the· object is not achieved.

i- ~ •. ~ 
1,f}ii>Ifi~(?:? . : _j,~ . - ·, - . . . . l4~1,ir t,;; · .:_.'Disinterest in education brings

:,, )~agniitton and.: as a result, a good
'.'.i-,; ':number · of tribal students regu

· . ,~Ja,rly get plucked in the examina
: · :~tiP,ri; eyeff after getting the allotted

· financial assistance, which is done
in a haphazard manner. Some-·
tjtnes, they discontinue their study
a'ltogetne1~. These two particular
prt>bl~ins, at the moment, are very
s-etious in nature, in respect of
tribal education and require

., imme'diate attention.

+ \-:_'.3i1{9ugh .. Government has arran
>,r•" ·ged· fcfr coaehing facilities, etc., for

-... >the'-·stucients of .Hrgher Secondary
;;o:f;'.Scnoi)fs to overcome · such stagna-
· . tion:: but the results are not satis
ti~c:'tory, at all
-'r:{f::/r,·::-~t.,i:

.lids.tel grant -whieh is awarded
_the tribal students. is Rs. 22

fie;aa<:6nly, ·. and. it is· not at
>s'&ihle to:ertin' a hostel with

'•,}~fYl - ' 

IV 

Suggestion : A case study 

It has been . observed that to
overcome all the above difficulties,
Government should give more
stress on voluntary organisations,
which work with a missionary
spirit and select teachers having
requisite qualifications, to work
amongst the tribals. To create
appreciation or some sort of
enthusiasm for education, the
people should be trained up in
such a way or should be given
such lessons, by which they may
sincerely feel the importance of
education or the benefit of wiping
out illiteracy. Unless such
enthusiasm is created, the tribal
children will not attend the
school regularly. It has been
stated earlier that home is the

. first educating centre in which
the parents and family members
are the educators of the boys. To
overcome this difficulty, a good
number of adult education centres
should be organised, i. e., the
whole tribal education policy
should be based on a two-tire
system, one being adult education,
both for men and women and the
other education of the children.
In every tribal village there
should be a Chatsala or Pathsala 

. type hut. Very near that hut the
social worker or the teacher wffl'

••

•
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live with bis family. It will be
undoubtedly-a-model type, having
the facilities of garden, etc.
During day time, the children
will come and learn and partici
pate in other activities also. The
grown-up boys or the parents
may attend their classes after
dusk. The boys may be accom-

. • modated during night inside the
centre, if necessary, or they may
prepare lessons, listen to radio
programmes, or learn tit bits of
cottage industry.

A lady worker, preferably the
wife of the teacher, will teach
the women and more importance
should be given on it. Because
the male persons of the tribal
society, as has been stated,
engage themselves in hard day's
labour and in most of the cases,
they are addicted to drinking. So
they remain indiffierenj to family
affairs. If the housewife who
particularly and diligently combat
against all the evils of the
day-to-day family life could be
given some education, her desire
may inspire a child to go fa
school. So the motlier of the
child will be given priority in the
social education campaign.

Besides, the mother can be
taught the means of maintaining
sanitation, health and hygiene.
Influence of mother on the child's
immense. So in a tribal society,

::,i,;<the mother may act for proper
·d,;, :-,_ - • • 
/'tendmg and education of the

ch_'Hd,.- Considering all these, the
Samaj Sevak Sangha of Midnapur
have engaged two women social
workers in two -of · their centres,

expernnental measure, and

~--,,·•-~

the· organisers are k;enfi,'.'~~tcli~
ing its results. The S ~O"m .a "'j
Sevak Sangha, a regist[!_re~ ,;.
voluntary organisation, f\ln,c:ti.diti.. · ·
ing on a limited scale, has: bein'
entrusted by the Government" Jo·o
implement certain rehabilltatiorrs
schemes in Midnapur. '1h ·its./
main centre these is one · junio't'if
basic _ school, having one .A-sh'raip

0

i" ·
Hostel for the denotifled Lodha,..
boys (inmates number ·30). A":few,
years ago, it was a simple ,, '
teacher primary school for
Lodha., alone, and for about
years, there were no regul~l',
students, 'though the teacher 'U~icL
to attend · the school at lf').M': 
daily. When the Sangha came
forward for the betterment
this. area, they requested
authorities concerned to alter the",
timing of the school, . for . lo~af.t .
convenience, e.g., to make , iJ/' 
function from 11 A.M. to 4-30 • P~~'.? 
in two shifts, split up into morn."
ing and afternoon sessions. ,Thi;$f
has been done since, and sorne, .. ,
Basic Trained lady teachersjhave "
already been appointed . f~t• ,thi:t 
children classes.

The organisation bene~o!e~tlf•\ . _.
spends a. considerable amount:' for: '.'t . :,.f'}" 
all the students now,' \ncl~diifg,'.;,~7\·;:i:~
supplying substantial breakfist ·to;;;f{;'..},j~f•tt'
the Ashramit'es taken this•~ y~l!if\ 
It also spends a lump sumi:am:Oti1';_J
to supply stationery materfals;aµJ
garments to some of the stµdentls,
and encourages the chHdrfrr:!«;>(
other communities _a:nci··/:,.tribah\
groups to read in this •school.''i:~~ii
a result; a sense of· int~gr;att§~~(jf ·;;;
gradually being ..forged',>:a~bifgsi
all sections of people .. ilv'ing_. I; 
the locality.
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· A library has also been set up
by the Sangha, where . the local
people and . studens and teachers
of oJhiir local High . and Higher
Secondary Schools regularly come
to read the books of their interest
arid participate in seminars.

"Arrangements have also been
made to bring a few boys from
the local Chatsalas, situated in
neighbouring tribal concentrated
areas to the Hostel, after they
had read up to Class III standard.
In this way, these sub-centres
orgainsed by the Sangha, have
established regular contacts with

. the main centre, where they get
valuable suggestions and advice
in time of need and difficulties.
A few local fairs and festivals
have also been organised and held
under the auspices of the Hostel
and the Organisation, in which
many tribes and castes of this
area participate. It should be
always borne in mind that to

· give special advantages, according
to their needs, we must not create
an idea of separatism or ethno
centricism amongst the people
which is a dangerous phenomenon
of the present day

Government of India has commi
tted to establish Vocational Youth
Hostels in tribal areas during the
first phase of the Fourth Plan
period. ". For this arrangements
should be made to start such a

vocational youth hostel adjacent
to the Ashram Hostels by which
the tribal students may get an 
opportunity of bring trained in 
some sort of industry, from the
very childhood. Additional ex
penses for allowance may be saved
by this.

To spread education amongst ~
the tribal population, Government
or Social workers must think that
after getting proper education,
these tribal boys would be placed
in proper pursuits, which will
enthuse them towards better
survival, as well as, prompt them
to contribute their share for the
betterment of the country and the·
nation some day.

The Tribal Welfare Depart
ment should request the school
teachers of the tribal areas,
through the Education Depart
ment', for imparting to the boys
proper training, by which orienta
tion in this line may be deve
loped. A free primary school
committee constituted mainly of
tribal leaders, should also be set
up for such training by the State
Training Institutes or any other
organisation, including in it the
school teachers . In this way, the
democratic outlook of the Govern
ment may influence the tribal
leaders and the school teachers, by
which, the prevailing idea of
separatism can be dispelled.

,l ·,p 

,l 

•••
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PRA VANSU SEKHAR DAS 
. PATNAIK 

The study of indebtedness was
.. undertaken in course of conducting

the survey of submersible villages
under the Salia Medium Irrigation
Project in Banpur Tahasil of Puri
district. In the aforesaid village

0 there are 168 Saoras who belong
to the great Saora tribe who are. I

mostly concentrated in Ganjam
Agency. They are definitely a
part of the Danjia Sacra tribe who

. are autochthones of Ganjam
Agency and Pottasingi.

In this background the problem
of indebtedness has been studied
in village Sundari to know the
economic adjustment of the people
in .their present economic set-up
and the various factors and forces
which have induced them to incur
loans from private agencies. The
study also reflects certain aspects
like, capability of tfie people in
paying off their outstanding debts
and .their unforeseen fate.

Sundari is a small village, one
'and half miles to the north of the
main Salia Dam. It is situated on
the top of a small hillock,
surrounded by shruby forests.
The village is not connected with

. outside world except by narrow
footpath.

PATTERN OF INDEBTEDNESS 
IN A SAORA VILLAGE - 

The village has twelve
Saora families with a total popula
tion of 63, out of which 24 are
males and 39 are females. About
three to four generations back, one
of these families migrated from
village Manjusa near Paralake 
mundi and came to this place. 
They call themselves Bhima
Saora and belong to single Bhims 
'Birinda'. Birinda is the exo 
gamous unit among the Saora not
synonymous to clan.

The picture of indebtedness
going to be presented here will be 
preceded by an account of their
general economic condition.

The Saoras in this village have
totally given up their traditional
occupation of shifting cultivation
in the present set-up and have
adopted plain cultivation like other •
neighbouring castes and tribes.
Paddy cultivation is their main
source of living. Apart from
cereals, fruits, flowers, leaves, · •
roots and tubers supplement their
diet. About 90 per cent of the
families are engaged in agri
culture.

In this area there are only two
varieties of land, such as bila 
(wet land), and padar (up land).
The villagers do not possess any
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wet land. Upland are found in
abundance. Total area of upland
owned by the people is five 'bati'
and five 'mana'. The extent of

Land Utilisation 
----------------------···-·-------·-
Total land in Homestead
'Bali' and Mana land

• • 
------ --- - .. 

Land under. Cultivable land Non-cultivable
cultivation - lying fallow land :

13ati Mana

5 5 

Bati Mana

10

Bati Mana Bati Mana Bati Ma..1ia 

4 10 5 
--------------

An acre is equivalent to roughly 2 Manas and one 'Bati ' in equivalent to roughly 40 · Mana-
or 20 acre,. · · · -: s

Cultivable land lying fallow 
Out of 5 mana of cultivable land. 3

. mana of land are not cultivated
because of forest growth. Two
mana of land have been left
uncared for by one family since
1964 because those lands will be
submerged in the Salia Irrigation
Project.

Xll these cultivable lands are
lying scattered in and around the
village within a radius of two
miles.

Size of Agricultural Holdings 
- As in the case of other agricul-

utilisation of total land· in · the 
possession- of : the villagers >is 
shown in the table below:-

.. 
turists the size of holding has ',~
tremendous importance for the
Saora cultivators. If the modem
cultivator needs a bigger and more.
fertile farm for raising his stap.!
dard of living the aboriginal
requires it for meeting his bare ,
necessity of coarse grains. In fact
the latter wants more land than
the former, for he relies more,"~':
the natural powers of the soil, And 
has extremely - limited means to
augment the fertility of soil by,
artificial means.

l

rl''

Distribution · of Agricultural Land 

Community Total No. of
households

Number of households with
r-------"--- ------i 

No. land. 1-3 4-6 7 -10 · l t:-15
ma·na mana mana

----- --•

mana 

Saora 12 2 

Ou1 of 12 families, 2 households
do not possess any agricultural
land, Two land owners hold 1 to 3, 4
to 6 and 7 to 10 mana of land, each.
Tlie table shows that only three
families or- twenty-five per cent of

2 2 2 3 - 
--- --·---------

the land owners owe 11 to 15 mana
of land. Only one family or
8·3 per cent of the landowner holds
15 to 22 mana of land. Average
size of the holding per fainily,is
about 9 manas of land. ·



the fact that each
J.,~U!-+.!-.)',, p.95csiss~s ;bout 9 manas of 1 

condition of.each family
- 'promising because the

land are all padar land where
''from only a single paddy crop is

' raised in a year and other cash
crops and cereals, etc. are paid up
to the local 'Sahukars' towards
loans. Since the river Salia is
fibw111g much below the level of
tlie''village, the river cannot be
utilised to irrigate the lands.
Herice the villagers solely depend
oh rainfall.

·. Ex~~ptiµg agriculture, they have
;:":,,_ct l'-'-s- - ,•_1 .. I - " _,

B;~J;:o}J}y{ sp,ijff~S of living ~ike 
.!8J;~~;t ~pniw~t?cn, . wag~-earnn1g1Dff~m.f~i (a:qµy.al,coIJ.tract labour). 

' ~: F;we~t' .. CO,Hfsttqn-:-J3y tradition 
Saqra is. a fo"rest dweller. Forests·-H~~~---· JfiakeJ' the·_ habitat and
i~Vi~ffit'''o:(· tp.i tribe. Forests~rt· tJ\t'~e,ry;_ fou~t~i:n, of life for
tne tifbe. Most' of, the activities

1 pertaining to food quest are per-
. formed in the forest. The Saoras

consume. grain and other crops
which grow luxuriantly on the
padar lands. Fuits, flowers,
ieaves, roots and tubers which
supplement their diet are obtained

i•dioni the forest. Wild animals
' fi"otrl tiger to mouse which are
'found in . the forest and near
-perennial streams are hunted for
eating. Fish a delicacy in Saora's
d,-i~!,:·· a.re: caught _ from small
§h,:efm~,, ponds and water holes
sJir,el;l.d. in the interior pockets of

fi'0:J9re~t, _ They - collect materials
:,,i§~clJ,~·a.s__.:bam.hP~, ·ttmher; thatching

__ '-i'.~lss, rope,·e,t~;,· from.. the forest.fer
: C ,. ;;:-¢o~]~sµn.g their . houses. Fire-

wood, f<:>;r cooking and warming
their dwellings are collected from
the forest. They also sell fire
wood ·in the neighbouring villages.
The clean castes, though living at
the close proximity of the forest
do not generally go for forest
collections and depend on the
Saoras and other tribes for supply
of firewood which cost nearly
Re. 0·75 paise per bundle. Bamboo,
timber', thatching grass," etc. are
also procured and sold by the
tribesmen in the neighbouring
villages. Thus forest is the major
source of income for the Saora
and almost all the families are
engaged in forest collection. The
average income per family from
this source is about Rs. 150, to
Rs. 200 annually.

Wage-earning-;-Out of 120 f;:nnir
lies, 8, work as casual .labourers,
2, work for 8 months and the
remammg families are wage
earners throughout the year. This
is the main source of income dµ:r.-jp.g
the lean months. Males, females
and children above 14 years, go for
wage-earning. Generally they
prefer to work in the neighbouring
villages not very far off from their
own village. They prefer to work
as agricultural worker and for -
constructing houses. They get
their wage on daily payment basis.
The prevailing rate of wage for
male is Rs. 1·50 P., for female and 
for children, Rs. 1·25 P. On a 
rough calculation the average in 
come from wages per family is
about, Rs. 120 over: a year.
Annual contract -labour . {bara 

masu» )-,--It is not- a• major source
of income for, all the families.
Only. two persons are engaged' as
baramasia at Janteswar. The 

• 

• 



get 8in~unds of paddy and one
cloth. annually. In the morning
they are provided with breakfast.
A baramosui earns about Rs. 180
annually being engaged as annual
labourer. The Saoras in this loca
Iity do not prefer to remain as
annual labourers because, it is not
a, lucrative profession, but prefer
.to. be day labourers. It is very
difficult to assess the income of the
families, which depend on agri
culture, because they cannot

"" .correctly state the quantity of
t-------. agricultural produce. The produce

are not measured or weighed, but
.. arekepf at home and subsequently

., .•... 

paid, to the. Sahukars towafd~'·"
debts. It is also difficult t6 rrialit 
any assessment of the income .of ·
the families, who depend on for,..;sf:
collection and wage-earning- . e!c.r··
which do not ensure steady: and·
regular income.

An attempt has, however, been
made to find out the approxi
mate income of the familjes
engaged in different economic
pursuits. A table relating. to the,"..
monthly income of different
families is shown· below.· 0'r-h-~
average annual income is Rs: 658 
per family.

-----~-----

No. of families with monthly income of

Community Total No. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.
of families 1 ·25 26·50 51·75 76 to 100

Saora 12 5 3 2 

,. ' - . -- . . - . . - - . / - . •·' - . .
'.i>ATTBRN° OF INOEBTEDNESS JN A. SAORA", VILtAG'B

Expenditure-Like income, it isf
very difficult to assess the expendi
ture of the families. The Saoras
could give only a rough estimate
of expenditure on different items
of daily life. In fact most of them
were unable to count even the
number of persons in their fami
lies. It was therefore not possible
for such simple people to give

exact figures about their
ture for the whole year.

However an attempt has been
made to state the approximate
expenditure of the families. . A 
table relating to the .monthly" 
expenditure of different families 
is shown below. The average
annual expenditure comes to
Rs. 763.

• Community

- Sacra

No. of families with monthly expenditure of 
Total No. of Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

families. I ·35 36·60

12 5 3 2

An analysis of Saora's sources of
' ' income and the items of expendi

t~:re reveal the standard of living
of .the tribe. There is an excess of



'.\;./ . ' 'i'gther '1tords:nobody.'is-able· to meet
their;e~pep.diture or what to say

, o~, some surplus, Hence, almost
"'"'-aJ!..,tlWfamilies are in bad debts.

i.;i;-:;: :;:·- W;

•-rT:he,above figure on income and
¢ic~~nditure relates to the year

""196~66. This was the year of
ai:~µ;g~t, which is the main factor
fi?r-such a large deficit.

0In,debtedness-To supplement the
deficit, each family had to run to
the local money-lenders or
Sal!uk_Ms - to borrow either money

Before going to details, it is nece
ssary to qualify that the Saoras

,,, are so ignorant and illiterate that

they are unable torexactly tell the
amount of their debt. They do not 
maintain regular accounts, nor
they are told by their creditor
their outstanding balance at the
end of every year. Moreover it is
extremely difficult to get any 
information regarding debt by 
direct questions. They are living
m steep poverty and therefore.,
there is greater possibility of their
falling easily into the - hands of
money-lenders and a lesser
possibility of getting out of debt
due to their low income. However, '
an attempt is made to snow the
debt position of the villagers in
the table below for the year
1965-66.

Position of the villagers for the year 1965-66 

Total No.
of

families

Name of
the persons
who are in

debt

Debt
kind

in Debt in Year and month
cash of bringing

loan

12 
Rs.

Sanya Saora 2 quintals of 200
paddy.

· Ania Saora 2 quintals of 200
paddy.

Giria Sacra 4 quintals of 300
paddy.

Dama Saora 30 K. G. of 40
paddy.

Kula Saora 50 K. G. of 140 
paddy.

Arjuna Saora 2 quintals of 120 
paddy.

Pandia Saora 4 quintals of 500 Aswin and Falguna
paddy.

:·~~

Kalia Sacra 50 K. G. of 40 Chaitra
paddy. -

--------'-~ -----~·

1965-66 Falguna
and Chaitra.

Ditto

Asar

Magha •· 

Magha

Jestha
•• 1' ,.·· 
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· Community . Total No.
of

families

Name of
the persons
who are in

debt

Debt in
·- .cash

Rs.

Guna Saora 35 K. G. of 40 
• paddy ..

Haria Saora 85 K. G. of 50 Do.
paddy.

Barikia Sacra 25 K. G. of 40 Do.
paddy.

Gadua Saora 2 quinta ls of 200 Magha-: ·
paddy._______ ,..._. ___--

Total 18·75 K. G. 1,870

-;-The· average debt per family in
- kind - and 1n cash is about one
· quintal and fifty-seven Kg. paddy
· and Rs. 155·83 or about Rs. 2'30
- (including grain).

The· incidence of debt analysed
from- this angle bears some relation

_!,<?: the average debt per family.

,)·.'.·.,2 

Wherever the percentage 'a(t~sh;>}bs
loans is higher than grain loans/,
the average debt per fa:mily5is""
also found higher. The reason isthi{
Saoras find it more difficult • ·to\ · ,
repay the cash loans which remains"~'.\;.
outstanding. The following tabi~:, ·
indicates the proportion of?grai:n'
and money· loans in "the , viU~ge';>'

Proportion of Grain loans and cash Loans
'. ..,"'~ 

Name of Total No .. Total
the of debt

village families ·

12 
Rs.

Grain
loans

28:70 18 Qu. ·1,000
I7K.G.

The~7Siotas . ., take recourse . t,o
money );a:11 '7 only when _ th~Y

" :{frcha'se ,arfiM~i7bt.:, coniumptioh
.•, ".. :....,,;_"''-/:i·. ·'-"' r \ .. ·"· 

Rs
34·9



. 12 families within the
I,;i!'h<>hthly income-group of Re. 1 to
•iims-·q5< indebtedness among '10
,>ifa~iliese:xceeds Rs. 230. Out of 2 
. 'fatilili'°es,, earning more than Rs. 75

pef 'month, range of indebtedness
'among them exceeds Rs. 300 or

,labove. Cause of increase in the
·.;,, i:in:ge of indebtedness with the

rise Cin . income may be attributed
•to thi:'fact that the families with··-.:;

increased income have .greater,
economic potentiality and credit 
worthiness as their income is the 
security against loans.

The following table exhibits a 
rough relationship of economic
position of the family w i t h
regard to indebtedness and expen-"
diture for the year 1965-66. 

thti Percentage of
deficit families

Average
income per
family in the

year

Average
expenditure
per family in

the year

Average debt per
family in the year

100% 

Rs. 
658 

Rs. 
763 

'· .::Purpose of loan-Ordinarily
Saqras do not borrow if they get
pormal crops· in successive years.
:'W:ith · the produce they manage
,tJ{eir consumption and seeds for

~.-~~~irig: They are able to meet
·. 8" :th,ei:r cash requirements either by 
>\ 'selling cash crops, firewood, leaves,
,- .," etc:/Irl'0the neighbouring villages
· ~; · :i::. ·in' the weekly market The 

·tiQ :hangs on a delicate balance
tl}ey are petty cultivators. A

ight .failun, of the crop
5,rnedjalely pushes them below
,,~ ·'maigin -and compels them to
h"ew' either for maintenance or
;dt;:Crop/ fail{ire and fall in

agricultural returns were the
f~ctprs, ,;fqr which the villagers
/uJf~fed ~a lot last· year.
i<irl':r--;ilti- :,it\~-- ,;;-

of the
are
80 

Rs. 
230

maintenance and seed. This high
percentage of loans for the said
purposes may be due to the poor
crops last year. The next impor
tant purpose for which they
contract loans is rituals and festi
vals. About 8 per cent of the
total debt is incurred for meeting
expenditure on those. Next to it
is marriage for which they also
incur loans. About 6 per cent of
the total debt was incurred for
meeting expenditure on marriages.
If one has not collected some
money by selling his surplus cash
crops, he has to take cash
advances either from a more
resourceful Soara or from the
Sahukars of the area. Nearly 2 
per cent of debt found to have
been incurred for purchasing
cattle or on miscellaneous items
like payment of fines for forest
offences or · purchase of utensils»
etc.
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Security for Loans-Saoras do
not borrow in large sums but in
small instalments as and when
they need. Their moveable assets
are few. They are essentially
cultivators and partly f o o d
gatherers. An average Soara has
hardly any disposable surplus at
the harvest. So when a loan
becpmes..an unavoidable necessity,
he surrenders his claim over
future yield to the Sahukar as
a security for the loan. In case
the Saora debtor fails to repay the
interest or capital, his cattle
are either taken away by the
Sahukar or are sold off on the
spot.

Squeezed to the last by the
pressing· circumstances, a Saora
would mortgage the silver orna
ments of his wife. The Sahukar's 
greed, cunningness and malprac
tices· find full scope for exploiting
the ignorant Saoras. In fact, they
have . practically nothing movable
or immovable to offer as security,
except their personal labour or
fruit of their hard work.

· Sources of taking loan-Lack 
of communication, inaccessibility

· and an altogether strange social
enviornment prevent any organiz
ed institutions for extending
credit facilities into this area.
Hence there is no c r e d i t
co-operative society or graingola
in and around the village. Only
those persons who live either in
the village or near about and two

' have an intimate acquaintance
take=the risk of advancing loans
to them, However, the money
lenders of Banpur and other
neighbouring ·. v i 1 1 a g e s like
Janteswar, etc.,' have their busi
ness to a considerable extent.. The

47 

investigation reveals that about
80 per cent of the money-lenders
belong to Banpur who belpng
either to Khandayat or Teli 
castes About 20 per cent of the
money-lenders belong to other
neighbouring villages who are
either Teli or Karan by caste.
They are intimately aware of the
character and credit-worthiness of
each of their clients. They charge
high rate of interest. They visit
at the time of harvest for recover
ing their dues. The legislation
to control high rate of interest
is of little avail to the Saora as
the money-lenders do not main
tain any regular accounts nor do
they grant any receipt on repay
ment to their debtors.

Interest-Ordinarily, the rate of
interest charged by the Sahukars
varies between 25 to 50 per cent.
The majority of loans is against
personal security, owing to the
fact that land is non-transferable
and cannot be offered as security
against loans. In the absence of
any tangible security the rate of
interest is bound to be high.
Usually a rate of 25 per cent. is
charged on grain loans borrowed
for consumption purposes, with
the condition "of repayment of the,
loan at the next harvest. In
certain cases the rate on such
loans may go up to 50 per cent
where the grain loan is borrowed
for seed. A rate of 50 per cent or
75 per cent is charged on cash 
loans. If the debtor fails to repay ..
at the stipulated time, the interest
is compounded.

Generally loans in kind are
repaid in kind. When that is not
possible cash crops are appropria
ted t o w a r d s interest. . The
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the rate of interest

6 
. 1 {i-dda is equivalent to half

seer.

1 Adda mustard=2 A d d a
. paddy.

- J Adda Niger=2 Adda paddy

1 Adda Biri = 2 Adda paddy

1 Adda Mung=3 Adda paddy

1 Adda Koltha=l½ A d d a
paddy .

In case of cash loans, the inter
est is paid in cash.

· Time of taking loan-As 
• 'c living from hand to mouth, they

. frequently resort to loans even
':just after the harvest. At harvest
they repay the outstanding debts.

··• \Thereafter in the months of
;s;rirr,Magha' and· 'Faguna' (December

•; January)" they go to the money
. lenders .. to bring loan in cash to
' celebrate various festivals and

\., Jo perform marriage ceremonies .
·::. tsometimes to meet the emergency
).,.>:Hke 'Sradha' ceremony they also

.?,<; ·3:c·.'approach the money-lenders.
';:6.?; );f~']:):udng the months of 'Jestha' and

;;,;{_;<isar': (May-June) they a 1 s o
i~'s,app:roasli· the money-lenders for.!(f~see'cif ···Il'uring th.ese months loans
::i,.j;J:; ~:r-~f ~moJtli. in· kind.
y:_\::t<:-<-::,·:t;~>{:\~l. . _ -.::·
·· ;_,'J;\z· .. :Payment of previous loans-The 

}';,f' sttidyi, in this submersible village
;.·1:reyeals· that all the - 12 families
; "· , ,. ,.. . p rcthave ·' 'been · given compensation

. ·sior -the . loss of their lands. The
IJfut~l<cornpensation received by 12

.c·fairt1i~ies . is. Rs. 33,800. The

. compensation was paid . in the
year 1963. During these years,
the compensation received by the
people has already been spent for
purchasing land, paying off old
debts of 1963-64 and 1964-65,
purchasing food-stuff and for other
purposes.

Conclusion-An analysis of the ~
distribution of debt burden shews
that almost all the Saoras owe a
debt· of over Rs. 230 (including
grain). From their average in
come, their economic handicaps
and the inability to save, it is
clear that these people will not be
able to be released from indebted
ness in the near future. The
position is further aggravated due
to drought conditions in 1966.

The Saoras have incurred money
loans in the year 1965~66. The 
same position continued in the
year 1966. Due to these circum
stances, they could not pay
off their old debt of 1965-66. Not
a single family has been able to
pay off the old debts.

The heavy rate of indebtedness ·
and the pattern of life were
shaken consequently on the imple
mentation of Salia M e d j u,rp.
Irrigation· Project.: $:in;ce~•,v";c!1963,
compensation was received for
their loss of land amounting to
Rs. 33,800. It has been found
that the compensation received in
cash has been mostly utilised in
other things and. ;paying ,off the
old debts of 'Sahukars'. More
over the imminent prospect of
loosing- about 102 acres of 'Pader
lands' which is going to be
submerged also affected their
general· interest' for · cultivation
andIand use. Ther~f~re, at the
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esent moment they f~elinsecure
.and whatev~r · cash 'co:rnpensation

· was Ieft has . been mostly used for
.the _maintenan·ce of the families.

0The picture therefore throws the
'bmounting indebtedness of a tribal
°' il@g~ which has emerged due . to
Interaction of multiple factors
coupled with overall backward

;. :pe~. Tpe tribals of this village
~:wli'.!5 have given up quite a good
Jrn:imber of their traditional traits to
'~uit to their present enviornment
have now been brought to the
predicament of displacement.

. GQyernment wants to rehabilitate
"· {f~,.,; th.~in... provided they give Rs. 500
· ·~ :Ji;.~'Salami' which they are unable

to pay. The payment of cash
compensation was certainly a

•'iK.'•.t=Af shortsighted policy as they have
spent out the entire compensation.

'Salami' as
provided.
ments, etc. to
life, A.. word <:>f
thrown that if properJttterit'iq
not paid the
people in these
extremely miserable,
submersion of their
196.7.
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The Bhunjias are one of the
little known tribes of Orissa.
Russel and Hiralal in their "Tribes
and castes of the Central Provin
ces of India" have given some
passing references on the Bhunjias
in general, but no detail description
about their socio-cultural life is
available in the ethnographical
literature. Numerically the Bhun
jias are a small tribe numbering
2,375 souls. They are autochthones
of Kalahandi district. Sunabeda
plateau is considered to be the
birth place of the Bhunjias where-

. from they are believed to have
migrated down to the plains and
to the villages of Madhya Pradesh.
The Bhunjias of the plateau are
fairly secluded from their non
tribal Hindu dwellers and main
tain cultural conservatism to a

· greater extent, and those settling
on plains have adopted alien traits
in. their socio-cultural life. But
inspite of such diversification the
Bhunjias observe strict rules to
maintain their purity. They do not
eat food even from Brahmin., and
burn the kitchen house if touched

· byan outsider. The present article
aims at analysing important and
interesting points of Bhunjia social
organization. The article does not
aim at analysing their socio-cul
tural traits, but provides baseline
data which may give clues to

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF 
fllE BHUNJIAS OF 

KALAHANDI 

ethnologists to explore more and
more about the details of Bhunjia
culture.

The study was conducted in two
Bhunjia villages-Junapani and
Sunabeda-on the Sunabeda plateau
for a period of three weeks in the
year 1965.

History and Genesis 
The racial origin of the Bhunjias

is difficult to be traced out. There
are no written documents which
record the history of their origin
and their flight to different places.
The notable account on Bhunjias
given by Russel and Hiralal in
"The Tribes of the Central Pro
vinces of India" holds the view
that a section of the Bhunjia called
'Chaukhuntia' has originated from
the marriage between Gonds and
Halvas, but the field study among
the Bhunjias revealed that the
two sections of the tribe-Chinda 
and Chaktia have completely
different connections. Those dwel
ling on hills are referred to as
Chaktia, but the plains dwellers
are called Chinda. Furthermore,
the Chaktias strictly observe the
traditional norms of Bhunjia cul
ture than the accultured Chindas 
and thereby claim higher social
status than the latter. By Chinda, 
the Bhunjias also mean "one who

• 
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knows more" and thus the enlight
ened Bhunjias of the plains who
by the privilege of their close
contact with the outsiders have
widened their outlook are said to
be Chinda by the secluded hill
dwelling Chaktia Bhunjias .

••

J..-t
' 

••

•• 

Like other tribes the Bhunjias
• have their legendary evidence to

sta"te ;s~ to how the earth was
created, how the human race was
produced, and how the Bhunjias
originated. As the legend goes
Sunabeda was the ancient patch of
the earth where dwelt the first
couple of the human race called
Dokra and Dokri. Once the
Dokra on his way to the forest,
overheard the Gods discussing
about the problems of the earth.
He heard them saying "today it
will thunder, tomorrow there
will be rains and a day after
tomorrow all the world will be
overflooded". Coming back home
the· Dokra built a wooden box,
kept food, water and other
necessaries inside, and locked the
box keeping his son and daughter
inside. As he heard there was
heavy pouring of rains and the
earth was submerged under water.
However, the wooden box with
two human lives was floating on
the sea. Goddess Parvati created
a crow to trace if any living
human beings were available on
the earth. In the meanwhile, Lord
Mahadev created earth-worm to

I •make the earth sohd, and the two
children lived there. As they did
not know their identify, in course
of time they remained as husband
and wife and begot children.
From them were born the Gonda
(untouchables), who are the eldest
brothers, next to them the Bhunjias

and other tribals, and at last were
born the ancestor of other castes."

'- 
The fact that the Bhunjias had

racial admixture with the Gonds
is, however, ascertained from the
legend narrated by them. The
story narrates that in earlier days
the Bhunjias had no inter-marrying
group (Markam). Seven Gond
brothers coming from the west in
search of games married seven
daughters of the Mathiar (The
Netram Bhunjia living in Suna
beda) and thus became Bandhu 
(Markam) to the Netam. Bhunjias.

The Bhunjias have no language
of their own. They speak a dialect
which is admixture of Oriya and
Chhatishgari and dress themselves
in Chhatishgari style. They are
fairly strong in their body built
and eke out their living mainly
by cultivating land. .Shifting cul
tivation has long since been given
a good-bye and settled agriculture
is widely practised, but the
economy is no doubt substantiated
by collection of roots, fruits, greens
and tubers from the jungle, wage
earning by working as firm-labour
ers working in road-work, cutting
timbers from the jungle on wage
basis and collecting and selling
valuable forest products.

The villages vary in size. The
big villages with three to four
wards have 60 to 70 families, but
the small ones may have 10 to 15
families. The villages on the
plateau are, more or less homoge
neous save a few Ganda ( drum
mers) families who are settled by
the Bhunjias to get their service
during marriage or on other
socio-religious functions.
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houses are two-sloped
houses thatched by wild grass.
A single family has usually three
huts, tke outer house, the kitchen
'a'p:cr·the cattle-shed. The outer
house is· divided into two compart
ments, the sleeping apartment
c(ktidia) and the outer house
(beskif or chepar) meant to acco
mmodate guests.. Cows and buffa 
lows are kept in cattle-shed. This
is considered sacred because the
Bhunjias believe that the mirchuk
(spirit of those ancestors who had
no place in the kitchen) reside in
the cattle-shed to take care of the
cattle. .A menstruating woman
thus avoids to go to the cattle-shed.
Ieitchen is the most sacred hut of
tne Bhunjias, It is the abode of
their ancestral spirits and the
touch of any outsider is believed
to drive away the spirits (dumba). 
.~ Bhunjia takes proper caution
to construct the kitchen a little
away from the main house and
to fence it properly so that
an outsider may not have an easy
access to it. The kitchen is
considered to be the temple-house

-where all the family rituals are
performed sacrifices made · and the

·arrcestors · propitiated. Menstrua
.ting women are prohibited to
enter into the kitchen and if an

, outsider happens to touch the
kitchen it is set on fire without
hesitation.

. JJ11its _of' Social Org·anization 
Family~Family is the smallest

.> unit of'.Bhunjia social organization.
A.single f}lmily with three to five

'':~rembers· is the normal pattern,
/but- big '!:families with ten or more
.nersons.iare ·also not uncommon.

number - of persons per
5,8. Nuclear family

consisting of a married couple
with their unmarried children .and 
giving shelter to widow mother or
the widowed father is the most
predominating type, but cases of
extended families comprising of
parents and their married son or
sons are also occasionally met
with. The frequency of joint
families where the jnarrjed
brothers continue to live jointly
after the death of the father are
very rare. Generally, a Bhunjia
starts living independently separa 
ed from his parents or brothers
soon after marriage. In cases of
separation unmarried sons conti
nue to stay with the father till
marriage, though the married sons
leave the father after their
marriage. In case of the death
of a father, an unmarried bfotlier
stays with his married brother till
he is married and is able to
establish his independent house
hold.

The family sample collected
from the hill villages .in Sunabeda
area showed that 85·3 per cent
were nuclear families, 13·4 per
cent were extended families and ·
only 1 ·3 per cent were joint
families. The above data show
that the authority in a family is
vested more with the father than.
with the brothers. Occurrence of
greater frequency of .extended
families than the joint families may
be attributed to the fact that the
married sons of a father tend to
live collectively under the control
of their father, but as soon as the
father dies the kin .ties become
loose and the married brothers get
themselves separated from each
other t(} establish their independent
household.
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Preponderence of nuclear fami
lies over joint and extended fami
lies is a common occurrence in all
tribal societies. Nuclear family
not only minimizes .. tensions be
tween brothers but is an economic
necessity. It promotes economic
stability in a family. It generates
new responsibility in the brothers
who Jeijrn to shoulder their own
burdens som'l' after marriaga, They
exert more labour and struggle
hard to raise their economic
standard. In joint and extended
families there is greater economic
co-operation, but nuclear family
encourages greater economic com
petition leading to increase econo
mic standard of the family. Thus
among the Bhunjias, the nuclear
families are more stable in economy
than the big joint and extended
families.

Break of joint families does not
necessarily result in the break up
of kin ties between the brothers.
The brothers living in separate
families tend to co-operate with
each other and help each other in
scarcity more than other kins in
their :,sodio~economic life.

Lineage-The members of one
. Iineage though living in separate
families may be grouped together
genealogically. The members of
a minor lineage can trace their
relation genealogically, but the

.. members of a major lineage fail
t~·:do.so, though they believe in a

··"·-• op ancestry. In their social,
7r-hl,c · and religious inter

cour;t-~\t~i,S difficult to mark . and
measure_;•fu~,;;:difference in the

of \,qe~~lip.gs between the
nmhn~eo or:thlifor .. and minor

/
7·~?'.'i:~c: ·-_ ,·):.ii;-;· 

:;: .( ,·-ii:~- "· ;' 

)~-.1,. •.; .. ; 

lineages, but closer kin ·- tie
greater association between
minor lineage members can never
be doubted. The annual, rituals
performed in family sphere - are
always performed by the senior
most male member of the· lineage .
on behalf of all the families' of the
lineage. The logic of this lies· in
the fact that since the immediate
ancestors of all the families in .a
minor lineage happen to be the
same persons a single rite per
formed by the minor-lineage head
to propitiate the ancestors serves
the purpose for all the families. In
case of death, however, all the
families of minor and major line
ages throw away their old earthen
cooking pots .

Barag-Each minor-lineage con
sists of a number of families the .
members. of · which are· •clgsely
related to each other and .coine
directly under a single genealogy,
and the major lineage consists of a
number of such minor lineages
whose members believed
common ancestry but fail to trace .
their relationship genealogically.,,
Likewise, a barag consists o(?a" • ·
number of major lineages,., The;
barag name is used as surname:"; .
Like clan, each barag is exogamous"
which regulates marriage, bll,Jlf . '.

. unlike clan it lacks any tp.teII1IlJ'i1r>;{:i,t
Each bartu; has also . its tutel~fy: ·; /;
deity to whom the barag meIT1bersitf
propitiate on festive o~c~s.sions~·\c.
The ownership of fand ds ~e.~ted',,~·)1':
in baraqs. Each .baiag,has. t~~-ai~:{;';\ ..
tionally defined territory 'in \Vhich;::;·'.';
the barag deity. dwells: Ahy new' :r.· 
settler in .a village musf see~,'.~ii~'~:':f
permission. Qf the,.barµg•m~hlbers ';';,i•. 
and propitiate• thi. tcmce~11~d barag,<' ;: . 
deity .whose land heL ln±eri:ds• .'to 

. - '•C·C.. ,• .'··,.. _·."' • · ·.' .-- "·,·s.•••••,e..,.;_,._•
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enjoy. On hills 19 barags could be
noted, but the number was reported
to ha much more on the plains.

An interesting feature of the
barrag organization is that not only
each barag is exogamous but a
number of barags taken together
constitute one agnate group. The
members of all such bar~gs believe

, to be brothers to each other who
owe their marital alliances with
another set of bwrags who stand
as marrying barags to them.
This phenomenon divides the
whole Binjhia tribe into two
exogamous sections, the N etam 
and the Ma:rkam, each having a
set of barags. The barags of
N etam group can only have their
marital alliances with the barags 
of Markam group, but such rela
tion is strictly prohibited with
any barag of the Netam group. The
following gives a list of the

· barags of Netam and Markam 
groups.

A. Barags of Netam group

(1) Barge
{2) Chhatria
(3) Dandasena
(4) Bhoi
(5) Dabi
(6) Disori
(7) Barik
(8) Sarmat
(9) Naik

(10) Bhamargadia

B. Barags of Markam group-

. (1) Pujari
(2) Majhi
(3) Mallick
(4) Jhankar

· (5) Patia
. (6) -Suar

( 7) Ambarukhia
(8) Dumerbaharia
(9) Sosengia

The Bhunjia legend holds that
in the long past the Bhunjias had
no inter-marrying group. There
were only N etam Bhunjias, and the
Markam Bhunjias originated only
after the N etam Bhunjia gave -
their daughters in :muafage ~ to
seven"'trond brothers.

Village-Bhunjia villages oh
hills are homogeneous except that
the Bhunjias give shelter to a
few Pana or Ganda families in
their villages. The Panas beat
drums in Bhunjia rituals and
to commemorate their feasts and
festivals. In some villages the
Bhunjias live along with the Gonds
who are supposed to be their
brethren tribe and from whom the
Bhunjias accept water and cooked
food. The villages are not exoga
mous as the people of both Markam 
and Netam groups live together in
the same village. A village may
have a number of wards, situated
as far as a mile away from· the
main village, but all the wards owe
their identity to the main village.
Each village has its own set of
ritual and secular officers who
discuss and decide the village
quarrels and conflicts. On village
rituals, the wards of a village
funds for village rituals which
contribute for worshiping materi
als and the rituals are performed
communally in the main ward. In
each village, are installed stones
representing Matideota or the
village deity to safeguard the
villagers from disease and death. ·
Marriage is viewed more to
be the responsibility of the villa
gers than the guardians of · the

---- ----· - - _---·--·.• ~-----
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marrying partners. The guardians
bear the expenses of a marriage,
but the co-operation of the
village men and women is essen
tial to make the marriage ceremony
a success. Similarly, in birth and
dea:th "rites help and co-operation
are sought from the villages. In
their economic life, co-villagers help
ecrch.~ in lending bullocks for
ploughing ~s, weeding fields,
harvesting crops, thatching house
and so on. In cases of minor
quarrels and conflicts, the village
leaders assemble to discuss and
decide the matter.

Inter-village organization 

The Bhunjias of different villa
ges come in contact with each
other on major ceremonial
occasions. in marriage, in fairs
and in markets. In Dasahara 
festi;al (October) groups of tribals
and non-tribals from neighbouring
villages come to worship Sunadei,
the tutelary deity of the Bhunjias.
As M. P. border being only after
five miles from Sunabeda, the

· Bhunjias of Sunabeda seek their
marrying . partners from villages
of Orissa and M. P.

f 

The markets are situated far
---. away from the Bhunjia villages of

Sunabeda area. The Bhunjias of
Sunabeda have to come down
about 23 miles to reach Vella
market and about the same dis
tance to go to Dharambandha

:,market.· Bhunjia., from the sor
.,,. roundfng villages also frequent

Vella · for bringing money and
grain loans either from the Pan

. chayat' Graing?l~ or from private

In cases of incest or irregular
marriages delegates from the nei
ghbouring villages assemble \o
decide the matter. The ~ur'ha•
(political chief) decides the matter
in consultation with the council
of elders and the erring ones ate
penalised. •
The Tribe-The · origin and 

genesis of the Bhunjias have been
described earlier. The Bhunjias of
Sunabeda plateau designate them
selves to be Chakatia and recognize
four sections of Bhunjias, namely
Chakatia, Khalarajia, Nuagarhia 
and Sharia; according tothearea df 
their inhabitation. Those · i"dw:1:fl'-'
ling on hills are called Chakatia 
those living in open country on
plains (Khala-open and rajya.;coun-. 
try) as Khalaraj1ia and those
remaining in Nuagarh area are
called Nuagarhia Bhunjias.' The
Saharia Bhunjias are so named as
they live around towns and other
urban centres. Broadly, 'however;
the Bhunjias may be grouped
under two sections the Chakdtia 
(the hill-dwellers) and the Chin:da 
( the plains dwellers).

While the Chindas show la,r,ge
number of changes by coming, ·ta
contact with :the outside-rs, :the 
Chakatias are conservative •in
observing their traditional .cus
toms and manners. The classifl
cation of the tribe into four S"e"C
tions has no functional basis :as
there is no stigma to ieti0gnize
each section as a distinct · · iU't1i't.
There is no bar in exchanging
brides among the tour 'sections
and between the ChincJ:as a,nd the
Chakatias. Only a minor rite
( dudh-pani) is performed when :a 
band!u washes the 1-rmuth · ·i:lf ~tr
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with milk before she is
. taken in as a member of the
groom's group. Neglecting this
mmor rite, all the four sections of

, <the . Bhunjias consider themselves
to be of one tribe. They never
marry outside the tribe and do
not accept cooked-food from others
save a few castes and tribes to
'whom they do not consider
inferior.

Inter-ethnic relation and social 
distance. 

'· · Social distance maintained by
the Bhunjias with other castes

"reveals that they are strictly
abided by their traditional cus
toms. They consider polluting to
eat' cooked food from outsiders.
Males may eat food from Gonds
and Gours if cooked in metal
pots, but the women never eat
·anything cooked by outsiders.
After marriage, the daughter also
'never eats food cooked by her
parents. On her visit to her par
ents she is provided with uncooked
provisions which she cooks by
herself and eats as long as she
stays there. The reason as to

•.<why'the Bhunjia men eat cooked
food . only f'rqm the Gonds and
Gours and not from higher castes
like Brahmins is that the caste
w~r.; born after the Bhunjias were

· './born·;·and thus became lower in
}t.5/'status to Bhunjias. Their asso

. ciation with the Gonds has been
described earlier with whom the

· Bhunjias had matrimonial rela
tions, but as to why they accept
cooked food the Gours could not

·" be ascertained. This may be due
· t'? the fact .fhat the. Bhunjias

.have 'come in closer association
· · with':Goufs ·since time immemorial

and in course of time have taken
Gours to be a clean caste.

As the legend goes, Gandas
(Pana) were born prior to Bhunjias
and as such are viewed to be
elder brother to them, but because
they ate beef they were cursed by
Sunadei and became lower in status
than the Bhunjia. A Bhuniia does~ ~ 
not accept cooked 4dttci from a
Ganda, but may eat mollase sold by
a Ganda vender. The touch of a
Ganda is not considered defiling, · -Sf~ 
and a Ganda may dwell in the
same ward where the Bhunjias
live. A Bhunjia also never hesi- .•.;;
tates to work as a labourer to a · .,,
Ganda.

The Bhunjias also maintain
certain food taboos. They do
not eat beef, pork or buffalo meat. '
The women observe more taboos
than the men. They never eat
outside. On their way to far off
places they cook their own food.
While at home they eat in the
kitchen which is considered to be
their sacred hut. Menstruating
women are not allowed to enter
into the kitchen or to the cow
shed. While at outside the women
do not eat usuna (rice husked after
the paddy is boiled) rice as such 
rice touched by an outsider is
considered to carry pollution.
The idea of pollution goes so
strong in the mind of the Bhun
jias that even within the same
tribe such idea plays its role.
When a chakatia, for example,
marries a Chinda a purificatory
rite is performed for the bride ·
before she enters into the house
of the bride-groom and is accept
ed as a member of the new society.
Likewise, it is the custom

•
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the Bhunjias to perform
arrow-marriage (kanda bara) for
their girls. before they attain
puberty. When a girl becomes
10 to 12 years old the parents
given her in marriage to an arrow.
Unless and until a girl is ritually
married to an arrow her actual

_marriage ceremony cannot be
- perfn,.,...041_ Furthermore, if a

girl attain's--puberty before her
"arrow-marriage" she looses all
her status in the society so much

_ - so that no one approves her for
marriage. Such a girl can be
eloped away but her marriage is ·

. not socially approved. After
·• kanda bara a girl is considered
to be an active partner and a
full-fledged member of the society
and she observes all the taboos
observed by the women-folk of
the society.

.--
It is very difficult to state defi-

- nitely as to why the Bhunjias
strictly observe a series of such
taboos and maintain social-distance
with other castes and tribes to
such a degree. It is, of course a
common belief among the tribals
to consider themselves the first
produced human beings of the
earth and thereby claim superio
rity over others. It seems, there-

~R.'- fore, that the Bhunjias, like other
tribes consider themselves supe
rior to all other castes and tribes
by virtue of their priority in being -
the first born human race on the
earth, and they further try to raise
their status in the society by ob
servitig- a series of taboos and
adher-hig to strict principles of
austerity.,,,;R,ussel and Hiralal

-hold the "v-iew that because the
of racial

they are, therefore, highly suspi
cious about the racial purity · of
others, They therefore, obsetye ' 
all such taboos and maintajn .so~.
cial · distance from others to raise 
their social status. Such suspi
cion goes so strong in _ their mind i 

that among their own group they·
take sufficient precaution to free
themselves from social pollution.
They doubt the chastity of· their
own girls and as a precautionaryi,
measure perform kanda bani ri
tual for them before they attain
puberty, so that they abide by strict
rules of the society even before . ,1 
they become responsible members'Y:
of the society Russel and Hiralal,
further opine that it is not strange
for a father to doubt the purity of
his married daughter, a fact for''';' -
which the married daughters are
not allowed to enter into the'
kitchen of their parents and _cook
their food in separate hearth·
ing their visits to the f,..+ho,.,.,.·,.,,.
house.

Whatever the reason may be
fact that the Bhunjias __
strict rules to maintain their. so
cial purity cannot be doubted,
This not only keeps the Bhunjias'
away from other communities ...:.i,;., 
the society, but poses serious
blems for social workers to
ment welfare schemes
Bhunjias without .
cultur~l norms. A single example:
will illustrate the situation,
can schemes to promote
education be crowned with success
when the social norm. of the
njias does not allow their
remain and eat outside
house after the . tenth year
age ? During the· • field
gation I iwas really shQC!ked

. ~ . 1··



;th.a:t. a.'t.B,h.qo.jia, gi;r1, of Suna
' \~b;o·:was;, read:h1.g: in, Vella

. f ,,iB,~~~~· 20: rnil!?S ftJ>m her villag.e )
ict~J.!4. ~a;sse.d.:;JJ. P. securing, a. high
~:·'p,~;,fti;:r... in,tb~:e]{,'amin:ation among
~·t/aHx:the ;t'):l;d.ent~ ot the centre" had

•
3
tij{:ctis@ri;ti,'nue.her,·.s1i,udies. because
~Ii~~:W11J{qisC,fltlragJid; by her tribes
i§JJ:.t•<T.b§i.J3b'IJ.sl:P-jias appxehended

~4/ nti.~fbrtµ:nes: may · befall on

her parents. and; on the viUage · lest
she :rremains away £:r,.om hom~: and 
continues her studies, aHert '110
years of age. When, I inter
viewed; the girl she seemed to be
veny. intelligent and sharp and: she
expressed. that she was forced to
give up her studies due to her;
villagers,

'
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llRADI.J'IONALISM. OR MODER 
NITY! lN DEVELOPMENT ROBER'ilJ EBNOTHER 

~ 
[I am afraid, I am not qualified enough to enter into a discussion apart 

with Shri V. K. Mathur's lucid arguments, as expounded in his excellent · 
article in "Adibasi" No. 3, October 1966. r hope, however, the following 
very general and perforce inconclusive reflections might evoke contributions 
from more competent quarters to kindle a dise:ussion : 'traditionalism 
versus modernity' -a topic I consider to deserve utmost attention. I
should be specially interested if a subsequent article could ellaborate on 
the departure from orthodox education towards education for modernity' 
as suggested by Shri Mathur in his discownse, i.e., abo~t form and 
problems of practical implementation of such education in (a) tribal (Lreas 
and (b) in traditional 'underdeveloped' rural areas] ~tli

I

Gradual and cautious weaning
from traditional culture or sudden
break with the past and unrestric
ted exposure to the modern world-?
-that is one of the crucial ques-

. tions facing those concerned with
the integration into. a dynamic
society, of hitherto isolated tribal
communities and economically less
developed rural populations-in
India and in most of the so-called
underdeveloped countries. In 
other words : democratic or revolu
tionary approach to development?
-the former perhaps adopted by 
India (in keeping with her age
long tradition), the latter exercised
to day in China-to pick out but
two distinct traits from the varied
pattern of. development trends.
Both- ways. claim to have the same
goal : to ftee the people in the
shortest possible time, from the•
anachronic misery, and, want

accompanying the- sup-subsistence
economy of a static society, and to
offer everybody equal opportunity
for a better life.

Is the heated discussion then
but the expression of a. difference
of opinions how best to achieve
one and the same goal? And· is it
but my own concern which leads,
me to see in India's more liberal"
way a feeling or conviction that=-.
however pressing and important
an issue=mere economic progress
is· not enough to ensure the full
integrity of man ? On the other
side, the revolutionary· - way is;
clearly emphasizing the primary
need for radical change by all
means, almost according to · the,
rule : the best way to learn swim
ming is to jump, or be •. thrown,
into deep- water (without bothe
ring too- much how many might

4) 
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drawn in the process). In addition,
the void created by such a total
rejection of traditional values is
lie> 1:ne nowadays . to be filled by

-.;...p~l~tical\~octrines likely to be in-
consistenj; with India's professed
adherence vrte-crlemocratic values.

'Moreover, one-;;xperiment in a
large-scale 'cultural revolution'

. (China) causes perhaps enough
. strain to world equilibrium for the
time being!

In any case though, the confron
tation (partial or total) with a
modern dynamic society is bound
to undermine and dissolve the
rigid and static frame of every
traditional culture-whether this
confrontatio:ri' comes as the result
of a protective or of a revolu
tionary attitude. 'Progress' and
acculturation in both instances
will no doubt differ from each

"other in degrees and orientation,
depending on-a multitude of fac
tots, such as how far the superim
posed stimuli for change are
preceded by, or concomitant with,
a psychological 'revolution'.
Change and development still
tend to be predominant concern
of · technicians and officials, and
not of the people directly involved.
As long as there is no constructive

\d,ialogue · between people and
'developers' to foster confidence,

, understanding and co-operation,
the people are unlikely ever to
reach that point of 'take-off' cruci
al to every development. Hence,
a new orientation in education
(of recipients and promoters of
change alike) is certainly highly
desirable.

Nobody today will question the
imperative need to alleviate the

misery and want still haunting
two-third of the world's popula
tion. It is also understood that
satisfactory reuslts may be achi
eved only through the adoptation
of modern methods as offered by
science and technology. To ex
pect, however, that the economi
cally advanced West holds the
answers to all presen~ ,-"•~+•1re
problems would be a acious.

Let us not, in blind admiration
of the technological progress of
the production-consumption direc
ted society, overlook that this
affluent society is also facing a
host of problems and a growing
crisis, the signs of which are
apparent to every critical mind.
I need mention here but a few,
such as : alienation of man from
himself, from his fellow and from 
his environment; increasing agres
siveness and furstration resulting
from unchecked and artificially
augmented acquisitiveness and
urge to possession; restlessness,
loneliness, fears, etc.-leading to
an alarming number of all kinds
of neurosis. Let us also not forget
that under Ashoka's reign, and
later in the days of the Cholas, the
Pandyas, Cheras, Andhras, etc.
India had already achieved an
elevated level in logical and
abstract thinking, and in the
natural sciences, such .as astro
nomy, physics. mathematics,
geometry, medicin, etc.-1 o n g
before, and at a time when the
now 'developed' West was still
groping in the darkness of religi
ous bigotry and · superstition.
Moreover, the latest discoveries
in biology, psychology, physics,
etc., already hint at a' departure
from the predominance in modern
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Western thought of the dualism
as expected in the subject-object
dichotomy, twards the tradtional
Indian view that all physical and
spiritual phenomenae, all animat
ed as wen as 'dead' matter are all

. hut parts of one universal Entity
... : .. (But here I am venturing out
into a field I am not qualified to
enter l ). This might help to view
the~ and propagated
superiority of the West with the
appropriate distance and detach
ment, and pershaps to find a way
to use the benefits of science in
the struggle against poverty and
want without falling pray to the
same insane crave for unlimited
consumption and possession with
all its concomitant harms, as
characteristic of industrialized
rich nations.

- I am clearly aware that these
reflections and reservations-com
ing from a young member of that
affluent society-must sound
naive, sentimental and even
hypocritical to those standing in
the midst of human suffering,
searching for means and ways to
bring relief to their people. I
have, however, witnessed (though
never directly experienced) the
misery of the poverty-stricken

• rural populations in India and in
other parts of the world, and have
come to feel deep concern about,
and sympathy with, their plight.
This experience in turn has also
sharpened my awareness of the

dark sides of the attrative pros
perity and affluence found in the
industrial West and negative as
pects which naturally are less ~al · . 
and obvious to those who h9;1 · nev~
had the chance to parta · of that
prosperity. I mus~~mphasize
again therefore, tmii-'1:o mention
the commonplace truth that 'mere
material prosperity does not make
for happiness' can_ never mean
withholding the benefits of
modern times from traditional
'untouched' and underprivileged
societies, under the pretext of
protecting them from the accom
panying dangers and evils. On
the contrary, the fertilifiation of
an ancient (if of late somewhat
static) culture-such as found in

. India-with new dynamic impul
ses from the outside, might
eventually yield a new synthesis
which the West and all those
uncritically following its leader
ship, may one day be grateful to
discover.

Perhaps for the first time in
India's long history TIME has
become a _ decisive factor in
shaping development policies.
This together with the growing
awareness and increasing partici-.
pation of the hitherto more or
less inarticulate rural masses.
might yet seriously jeopardize
and frustrate any balanced and
welt-planned development by
dictating its own terms !
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